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I. INTRODUCTION 
Horkmen 1 s compensation insurance did not bec:>ne a 
necessity until the era of the merch2.nt e:rnployer. Preceding 
this period in world history, there had been no need for any 
protective device to insure an employee fair and just treat-
ment shotlid he become injured ~t his occupation. 
In the Netherlands, Germany, and France froEJ. the 
twelfth through the sixteenth century, the craft and merchant 
guilds were the backbone of the business vorld. These guilds, 
groups of homogeneous artists each expert in his trade, estab-
lished rules i-Thich restricted the number of persons entering 
the field to keep the various crafts closed and to allm-r the 
sale of the merchandise at a uniform price. A young me.n en-
tered a craft as an apprentice, c..nd after severa.l yeD.rs of 
conste.nt 1-rork for a master craftsman, the youth became a jour-
neyman in his chosen trade. Since the apprentice lived and 
worked with the master during his apprenticeship, the master 
felt a personal responsibility for the youth, and if the lat-
ter were injured at his trade, the master nursed him b::::.ck to 
good health.* Naturally, this type of business enterprise 
did not need the protection of workmen's compensation. 
The period of the guilds and craftsmen 1ras succeed-
ed by the merchant er1ployers. These men not only Iilarketed 
the finished products but also brought business orders to 
*8, pp. 54-56 
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artisans, working at home in the rural areas, and supplied 
these people with raw materials. Occasionally the merchant 
employers even furnished tools for these country workers. 
By their foresight and initiative, these men organized the 
rural artisans into a producing systen. This system was the 
first in which the worker and his employer were separated, 
and it made necessary some type of protection for the worker 
against exploitation by his employer. 
In the year 1775, the steam engine and spinning and 
weaving machines were invented and perfected to the point of 
being adaptable to industrial use. These machines increased 
production, lowered the costs of manufactured goods, and re-
lieved 1-rorkmen from some of the physically difficult processes. 
Yet this new machinery, designed to free :men's bodies and 
increase their living standards, tended in some cases to 
cause serious injury, to depress their wages, and to force 
entire families to i·rork in poorly lighted and ventilated fac-
tories for 12 to 17 hours a day.* The injuries 1-1ere caused 
from exposure to new hazards and dangers, some of \·rhich were 
rapidly moving power belts and shafts, moving machine parts, 
bulky objects in motion, molten metal, poisonous gases, chem-
icals, steam, and dust. 
The advent of large impersonal corporations so di-
vorced the employee from the personal supervision of the em-
-x6, p. 54 
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player that it became ap.;qarent some social legislation would 
have to be adopted to protect the employee and his dependents 
from poverty and hardship if an accident should befall a work-
er at his job. At the beginning of the industrial revolution, 
if a workmen were injured while in the employ of another, the 
former was obliged to bear the economic cost of his injury as 
well as the physical suffering, unless he could prosecute a 
successful claim against his employer for damages on the 
grounds that the employer's negligence was the cause of his 
injury.-* 
Common law was the first legal means to compensate 
an injured servant if it could be proven that the injury was 
caused by his master or a fellow employee.** The primitive 
comuon law held that any injury to a servant willfully caused 
by the master would allmr the servant to collect either 
through a penalty or by indemnification. It was not until 
decades later that the more refined and civilized social 
structure dictated that the master owed his servant due care, 
and even if the injury were not willfully caused by the mas-
ter, the injured man's chances to be compensated were vastly 
improved. On the other hand, the employer assumed no respon-
sibility for injuries to his employees and felt that a worker 
should have anticipated the hazards of the occupation before 
accepting employment. The new machine age deluged courts 
*1, p. 227 
~!-*4, p. 25 
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with claims of maimed employees seeking relief from their 
employers since the latter refused to offer voluntary aid. 
If workers could prove that: (1) the master had not 
conducted himself and his business in such a way that no hurt 
or harm would arise from his natural operations, and (2) in-
jury was caused by the misconduct of the master or his meth-
ods of conducting his business, remedies would be allowed the 
injured for injuries sustained. It is understandable that 
most employees lost their cases because it was extremely dif-
ficult to prove the two qualifying conditions. Conversely, 
the employer had the connnon law defenses at his disposal: (1) 
fellow servant rule, (2) assumption of risk, and (3) contrib-
utory negligence. Needless to say, the oiv.ners of industry, 
whether corporations or individuals, lost very few cases 
brought into courts by injured employees, and the latter 
found themselves with no relief; in fact, they were charged 
legal and court fees even though their actions were unsuc-
cessful. Loud public criticism was voiced because of the 
unfair treatment dealt employees by the courts because the 
employers seldom were obliged to bear even a share of the ex-
pense involved in the employees regaining their health. 
Enough agitation was voiced to cause voluminous bills to be 
introduced into legislative bodies, but all failed to pass. 
Finally in 1880 the Employers' Liability Act was 
passed which gave the employees more right of action in 
court and removed the teeth of the employers' three common 
7. 
law defenses • .,~ Although the employers' liability acts were e. 
step forvard, they "'fere not the solution to the ever increas-
ing problem of maimed employees and dependents of those 
killed at their occupation. The period of time tha.t elapsed 
from the date of injury to the possible payn.~nt of <in mvard 
was long and expensive, and even the results and execution 
of a court case were not satisfactory. vlri ts h&d to be 
served on the employer to demand his presence in court. ~nen 
the trial date was set, the injured person was expected to 
have his case prepared and his witnesses on hand to testify 
on short notice.# Even after a verdict H&s rende:i:·ed ag&J.nst 
the employer, he could appeal the decision to higher courts 
and until all his resources had been exhausted, the er:1ployer 
could not be compelled to make restitution. It was not un-
com1~1on for the higher courts to reverse the lower court's de-
cision resulting in no aid to the employee. Court records in 
ffi1ode Island illustrate an example of the delay involved in 
this type of case. The cc;se was tried before a jury five 
times and -w-ent to the Supreme Court of Hhode Island four 
tir:1es. The court finally sustained a verdict of $22,895. 
eight years after the accident took pla.ce. ->h'*" Agitation becarae 
more and more prominent as the legal entangleruents continued 
to keep eligible workers from receiving their just awards, 
~*'4, pp. 31-46 
//Sometimes trials were months and even years a.fter the injury 
occurred. 
i(-'~-4, p. 55 
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and if the injured party did receive an award, hardship had 
been forced on the worker and his family before payment was 
finally made. Legal services of lawyers ca1;1e high and pay-
ments to these lawyers cut do-rm the final monetary settlement 
to less than adequate. 
Time was ripe for an arrangement to be instituted 
whereby all of the delays and costs of trial should be reduced 
and more prompt and adequate payments be given to injured 
workers. Thus, as an outgrowth of the unsatisfactory employ-
ers' liability laws, workmens ' 1 compensation la1.rs were enacted. 
These laws recognized that the employer should be responsible 
for injuries to his employees even if the former were not 
guilty of a wrongful act. Employees have. received tremen-
dous advantages through this insurance since there is no le-
gal expense involved, payments begin within a few days of the 
disabling injury, and benefits are paid on a greater range of 
cases.* Certainly this type of social insurance is the answer 
to the inadequate methods used earlier. The employee is re-
lieved of the worries of debt and possible starvation of his 
family should an accident befall him at his occupation. Pay-
ments are made for a percentage of his loss of wages and his 
medical bills are assumed by the employer's insurance carri-
er. ~~en the injured worker is restored to good health, he 
returns to work and the payments cease. He then is able to 
*4, pp. 61-68 
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maintain his ~amily's standard of living at its level prior 
to the accident. 
This social device is excellent for all injuries 
that respond to medical treatment and nursing care, but what 
does the future hold for an injured employee who loses one or 
more limbs or becomes a paraplegic or a quadriplegic from an 
industrial accident? Until very recently this type of maimed 
worker was given the best surgical and nursing care and was 
paid compensation for his loss of wages. He regained his 
physical health (with the exception of his lost limb or loss 
of bodily functions), but he was no longer capable of per-
forming his duties at his previous occupation. Sometimes 
this type of person could carry on a different job; one that 
he could handle even with his handicap, but he and his family 
could not maintain the social position to which they had been 
accustomed prior to the accident. It was true that the em-
ployer's insurance carrier would partially compensate for the 
difference in wage scales for a time, but when the maximum 
payments had been reached, this supplemental income stopped. 
Rehabilitation of industrial accident victims is 
the answer to the above situation. It has been within the 
past decade that a great deal of attention and time have been 
given to workmen's restoration - a new concept of worlnnen' s 
compensation. J!:ven in this short period of tine, methods and 
procedures have been developed to give seriously injured em-
ployees the best in surgical and medical care followed by a 
10. 
period of rehabilitation during which the patients have been 
equipped with the most suitable prosthesis and have been 
taught to use these aids to such a degree that many have re-
turned to their previous jobs. 
The following pages will show that the rehabilita-
tion of severely injured workers will benefit society, the 
employer, the insurance carrier, and by far the most impor-
tant, the injured person himself. Society will benefit by 
having a well-adjusted person return to his old job capable 
of providing for his family as he did before his misfortune 
rather than a mentally ill patient who feels that he is a 
burden to his family. The carrier will benefit by the reduc-
tion of long-term payments for a permanent disability case. 
Fewer lump-sum settlements and returning workers to their old 
job benefits the employer in lower insurance costs, since the 
costs are directly related to the amount and length of pay-
ments that must be made to each and every severe case. How-
ever, the individual who benefits most is the injured worker. 
He returns to work able to provide for his family as ade-
quately as before the accident, and he can face the future 
with head held high because he knows that he is a burden on 
no one. 
11. 
II. BEGINNING OF REHABILITATION 
A. Non-Occupational Program 
Rehabilitation had its beginning in Belgium in the 
year 1907 when Louis Pasteur established a school to provide 
vocational training for people too disabled to be aclmitted to 
existing apprenticeships. -J:- Naturally, the methods c.:..nd pro-
cedures utilized in those early days were crude and practi-
cally useless by todayts standards. This program stimulated 
international interest and brought to the fore the hapless 
plight of the unfortunate person who '\·Tas disabled to the 
point that he could not obtain employment and m::dntain his 
self-sufficiency. 
It was not until 1919, when servicemen frmi: \·lorld 
War I were returned to this country, that a definite and 
practical rehabilitation program was begun in the United 
States.~~ Each shipload of returning servicemen contained 
large numbers of badly crippled and handicapped vetera...'1.s Yrho 
were destined to spend the remaining years of their lives 
helpless and dependent on others to care for tl1eir needs; 
some would be permanently hospitalized. The governraent rec-
ognized the problem and spared no expense to obtain the most 
capable staffs of doctors and therapists and the latest e-
quipment necessary to restore these unf'ortun.ate servicemen 
*11, Foreword p. iii 
-lH~lO, Preface p. vii 
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to the best possible mental and physical health. Ynis in-
tense and constructive program surged forward with new meth-
ods and treatments being developed almost daily. Untold nmn-
bers of these disabled veterans showed improvement; some to 
the remarkable stage of self-sufficiency and eventual dis-
charge from the hospital. 
Doctors treating non-veterans realized that thou-
sands of civilians were handicapped by the s.s.rD.e crippling 
effects as the servicemen, even though the cause of the phys-
ical impairment was not the same. Hm-rever, the magnificent 
recuperation of these veterans gave hope and encouragernent 
to civilian handicapped and the new advances in medicine and 
therapy were offered to these people. 
It has been recognized that there are three basic 
causes of physical handicap in addition to the ravages of war: 
disease, congenital, and accidental.* Hultiple Sclerosis, 
Poliomyelitis, a.nd Cerebral Palsy are only three of the ::::-1ost 
common dread diseases 1 but any one of then can leave a victi:r;t 
as completely helpless as a traumatic injury. Foundations, 
hospitals, rehabilitation centers, and clinics have been es-
tablished to treat these unfortunate persons through educa-
tion and administration to both the patient's mind and body, 
teaching him to compensate for the loss of bodily ftmctions 
and t:i1us return him to society capable of caring for hinself 
*10, p. 24 
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and, in most cases, of returning to gainful employment. 
Epidemics of Poliomyelitis have been more severe 
each year and yet fewer patients are left helpless after hav-
ing been treated by therapy and instructed in compensating 
for loss of use of certain destroyed nuscles by strength-
ening others not intended for the use to Hhich they &re put. 
The r·iarch of Dimes originated by Presic_ent Roosevelt has 
contributed vast surJs of woney to research tl1a t h.s.s been in-
strunlental in reducing the crippling and devastating after-
math of this disease. 
Hultiple Sclerosis is another disease about lfhich 
little is kno'W!l. Generous contributions from the public have 
allowed the .Lvful tiple Sclerosis Society to study c=md clevelop 
methods to reduce the toll of handicapped persons afflicted 
with this disease. The major stride made to conQuer the dev-
astating effect of Hultiple Sclerosis has been the training 
of therapists, both professional and laymen, to educate a 
victim in restoring the functions of an affected part of the 
body by the training of substitute pathways in the nervous 
system.~'" 
Children afflicted with Cerebr&l Palsy, until re-
cently, were destined to a lonely, pathetic, and sheltered 
life. 'I'he disease 1-ras thought incurable and attempts to aid 
a victim ceased when the illness was diagnosed as Cerebral 
*11, pp. 128-139 
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Palsy. Constant study and research have not been able to de-
velop a cure for this affliction, but a sufferer can be im-
proved to a point where, unless a very thorough physical ex-
amination were performed, the disease would not be detected. 
Surgery has been employed in some cases and the results have 
been encouraging. Hm-rever, it has been found that the m.ost 
beneficial means of aiding a victim is tll.e training of phys-
ical, occupational, and speech therapists as well as pros-
thetists who have specialized in the proper type of braces to 
help the sufferers of this disease. -x- Results have been amaz-
ingly satisfactory when a well trained tec:.m of therapists 
have treated a victim 1-rho, until recently, vrm.lld not he::.ve had 
the opportunity to become an active and hap ;_:y member of so-
ciety. 
A brief discussion of only these three co!lli;:on and 
dread diseases illustrates that rehabilitation is necessary 
and fundamental in returning a handicapped person to a life 
as nearly normal as possible. 
Accidents in the home and on the high1-ray account 
for more deaths and maiming injuries than industrial acci-
dents and the toll of wars. Eleven thousand iil:lerice.n Sol-
diers were wounded on the beaches of normandy during the 
first ten days after D Day, but even with curtailed gasoline 
rationing in the United States, automobile accidents alone 
*11, pp. 111-119 
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accounted for more than twice that nu.nber of civilian casu-
alties during the same ten day period.->~ St;:.--;.tistics such as 
these are evidence that rehabilitation is needed for all 
handicapped persons no matter what caused the injury; whether 
it is industrial, home, automobile accidents, or disease. 
One type of injury that is com:r:1on to war, home, and 
automobile accidents is the severing or damaging of the spi-
nal cord. A victim of this injury loses the use of the parts 
of the body controlled by the segment of the spinal colunm 
d~~aged and he is practically helpless. Because of the loss 
of bodily functions, a paraplegic must have constant nursing 
care. Thus, besides losing his ability to earn a living, the 
added expense of constant care inflicts a tremendous strain 
on the mental attitude of a victim and his family. 
Another injury that can occur from industrial, home 
or automobile accident is the loss of limb. Increased haz-
ardous machinery in industry and the accent on more powerful 
and faster cars have increased the incidence of this unfor-
tunate injury, but amputees can be restored to active members 
of society if proper treatment is given the1r1. The develop-
ment of the prosthesis has advanced to such a degree that 
victims who have been given proper surgery followed by care-
ful convalescence and training in the use of their artificial 
appliances have returned to the same employment and received 
*9, p. 4 
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the same wage as before the accident. This would not be pos-
sible if advancement had not been made in the raent.s_l, physical, 
and emotional treatment of the person. 
Brain injuries also are becoming more frequent par-
ticularly in industrial and traff'ic uishaps. iill injury to the 
brain often has :more serious effect on the victim than other 
injuries, since pressure on a very small area of the brain 
can cause loss of speech, loss of use of one or more lJ.li1DS, 
loss of memory, loss of bodily functions, or any combination 
of these. Rehabilitation can improve a person with this type 
of injury if surgery can relieve the pressure. Again therapy 
and education of the injured will allow him to return to a 
nearly normal life by teaching him to compensate for his 
loss.# 
B. World War II Casualties 
Earlier it was pointed out that advancement in the 
field of rehabilitation cmd treatment of the handicap:ped re-
ceived a tremendous boost when wounded serviceraen were re-
turned to this country during and after both wc::.rs. No ex-
pense, equipment, and k:nm-rledge of leading medic&.l author-
ities were spared in the mountainous task of salvaging as m&ny 
disabled and maimed veterans as possible and returning them 
to normal civilian life. During and after \{orld 11ar I, ad-
#See Case History B in Appendix. 
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vancement was slower c:..nd the results 1-rere less encouraging 
than c.fter 1•Torld "\-Jar II. Naturally, medical a.nd surgical 
lmmrledge held &.dvanced trereendously during the yec: .. rs betv-reen 
the wars, but this was not the most L.~portant rea sen for such 
enormous strides that 1-rere E1ade during and &.fter the Second 
\·Jorld 1far. Sulfonamides and Penicillin were used to reduce 
inf'ection, and untold thousands of -vrounded vetero.ns s.re alive 
today bec2,use of these lifesaving raedicines. Progress •-:&.s 
being made after the First Horld \.Je;.r in the surgical care and 
ec:.:..rly stages of rehE,bilitation of the badly -vrounded, but many 
patients did not live long enough to cornplete the programs of 
recovery availe.ble at that time. Records shmr that :pa.raple-
gic cases see11ed to be responding to treatment and had begtm 
the difficult task of using uninjured muscles to co:--;1pensa te 
for those paralyzed by 1-rounds to the spine, only to die of in-
fections of the kidneys and other organs that had lost t~1eir 
functions either partio.lly or entirely. Thus it -...,-as not un-
til the 1940's that the use of new drugs had removed one of 
the gre&test obstacles of conplete rehabilitation by overconing 
infections and preventing inactive organs from causing death 
of the patient. 
Paraplegics are most susceptible to this hazard 
since the paralysis affects vital organs causing infection. 
vii th the prevention of infection, the Horld \.J&r II disabled 
veteran could be given full therapy, &nd many of the bedridden 
paraplegics were taught to care for their bodily needs and 
18. 
locomotion and it beca:;:e possible for them, limited in some 
instances and almost unlimited in others,to becone self-suf-
ficient. imother :ractor that ms.de rehE,bilitation difficult 
in earlier times was the appearance of bedsores that could 
not be controlled. Since these sores would not heal, recu-
peration was hal;!.pered and in some cases completely ii.llpossi-
ble. These lesions always appeared on the p&rts of the body 
where bed pressure was greatest, thus open bedsores would 
prohibit the patient's using a wheelchair or crutches in his 
recovery progr8.Iil. Having discovered the hampering effect 
these wounds played in recovery, various means of preventing 
them were employed and more \·iorld "Tar II paraplegics ¥rere 
started on their rehabilitation program earlier and pro-
gressed faster because of the control and prevention of these 
ulcers. 
The Second 1.forld 1~ar left a huge number of :::.1:1putees 
in its ~-rake, and, again, research and ne1-r medical knowledge 
hastened the recovery c:.nd convalescence of these men • .,~- It is 
E..L know-n fact that approximately 85% of the a:·.1putees, civilian 
and military, who had been given artificial appliances, up to 
this time, did not use them. ->i-* There were a nwnber of rea-
sons for this, but the most prominent one vc.~s that they had 
not received proper preparation for the use of their limbs. 
Doctors believed that after surgery had been completed, the 
-iE-10, p. 56 
-)(--7E-19, p. 9 
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arm or leg should be mc:~de imnobile. Research during s.nd after 
the Second World War shm.red that this belief wc:s a fE,llacy, 
and therapists concentrated on strengthening muscles allowing 
the remainder of the lost limb to function properly and si-
multaneously preparing the stump for the new member. In the 
past, limbs were fitted but the patient could not use the 
lLilb as intended because of stiffness and e&rly stages of 
atrophy brought about by the inactivity of the member. It 
became apparent that the circulation and muscle tone hc.d to 
be mainta_ined to ready the arm or leg for the prosthesis or, 
regardless of the care and expertness of the prosthetist, the 
patient could not attain naximum benefit fro:m the limb. 
Another reason for the few appliances in use during 
this time was because, unaided, the patients chose their m·m 
artificial limbs and most persons would choose one that had 
cosmetic features but was practically useless for anything 
except its good looking qualities. Few, if any, chose a less 
handsome limb, but those that did were the people who ob-
tained best results and returned to normc=cl activity. The 
claw certainly had less cosmetic appeal, but proved itself to 
be most useful and -vrith adequate training e..."fld supervision by 
therapists, a person who chose this type was able to use it. 
Conversely, the people who chose the flesh colored cosmetic 
hand discovered that they were unable to master the use, thus 
these persons did not wear the member since it was practically 
useless. When the discovery was made that one type of arti-
20. 
ficial lilember 1-ras far superior to the other, veterans were 
guided and advised to choose the less attractive but more 
efficient type. 
Of course, the proper surgical preparation of the 
stump, adequc..te exercise of the affected limb, proper choice 
of the type of artificial device, and excellent fit made a 
satisfactory recovery for the veteran only if the person w&s 
given proper instruction and training in the use of the pros-
thesis. Great strides were made along these lines since so 
many veterans were incapacitated because of loss of limbs 
and so much research and attention were given to these de-
serving men. Naturally, this intensified program aided in-
dustrial accident victims when rehabilitation programs were 
begun for the victims of occupational mishaps. 
c. Hine 1?orkers Rehabilitation Program 
Another program of rehabili t&.tion that -vre.s evident 
before industrial cases were considered was that folh~ded by 
the United Hine Workers of J..merica. This org;;;mizo..tion 'Ho.s 
compelled to find some means of relief for the injured and 
Elaimed :miners. Investigation of the hardship cases of un-
fortunate miners revealed that these men were not receiving 
care after an accident; many were found to be living a hor-
rible existence. w1flen a man had been released from the hos-
pital, he was left to shift for himself with a meager pen-
sion, and, since he had hardly any money, he Has forced to 
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live in a hovel with inadequate, if any, medical care. ~ sur-
vey of the mining areas of the United States revealed condi-
tions that vrere unbelievably horrible, and lack of care had 
caused disabled persons to become more helpless thar1 their 
accident had left them. ~~en the facts were presented to the 
leaders of the United Hine Workers of America, immediate 
steps were taken and a program of rehabilitation l-Ias ini ti-
ated for disabled miners. The results have been astounding 
as many of the abandoned persons have been treated and nursed 
back to a point where they can care for therc:..selves. r·fany 
have gone beyond this point and have been rehabilitated to 
carry on some light enployment, thus relieving the 1-fine Union 
from paying a full pension and the person has become a hap-
pier member of society. 
From the beginning of the program to 1954, 1579 
cases had been discovered in mining communi ties :;:,nd sent to 
the special center instituted by the organization. Of this 
nwnber, 75 are still being treated, 1504 cases have been dis-
charged, and 637 of the group discharged are still requiring 
and obtaining medical folloH-up treatment at home. The most 
encouraging feature of this program results from the fact 
that practically all of the patients discharged have been re-
habilitated to the point of self-sufficiency in their daily 
needs; 38% of these people have returned to industry and have 
been able to carry on their duties to such & degree that they 
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have become selr-supporting.* 
\·Jere it not for this program, :many of these 2.ccident 
victims would have died, or at best, 1-rould have been bedrid-
den and completely dependent on others for their daily needs 
and subsistence. The program has been more successful than 
its founders dared hope, and there is no longer o. TTbacklog" 
of forgotten derelicts barely existing on tJ:1e inadequate pen-
sion that hardly covers the expenses of necessities, making 
private medical and rehabilitation treatment financially im-
possible to procure. 
In the course of this program's development, medi-
cal and rehabilitation advancements have been steady and the 
ulti:nate result is another step forward for all persons who 
could benefit from new and proven methods ::1nd procedures in 
the field of rehabilitation. 
D. Industrial Rehabilitation Program 
Leaders in the insurance industry had recognized 
that payment of medical bills and a portion of the injured 
employee's wage was not the solution to the workmen's compen-
sation question. To be sure, the industrial accident victim 
was relieved of his Nedical expenses and received a weekly 
payment to replace his regular income, but how long could a 
man support his family on a reduced income, and how long 
?"' ,-...,~t.) • 
could the insurance carrier keep paying even this partial 
weekly wage? In cases of temporary total disability, the 
problem was not acute; after proper medical and surgical 
treat1aent and a. period of' recuperation, a Horker 7..rould return 
to work, and the weeldy compensation would cease. Hm·rever, 
the industry was concerned with the type of case that in-
volved a permanent total injury resulting in large medical 
bills and months, even many years, of weekly indenmity pay-
ments to the victili1. In nearly half of the states the work-
men's compensation laws require payr.11ents of weekly benefits 
for the life span of' the injured e11ployee; ;::,5 state laws re-
Quire that medical expenses be paid as long as needed. This 
can nean the entire lifetime of e:r;:ployees who have sustained 
certain perrnanent injuries. A single case might cost sever~l 
hundred thousc.nd dollars under certain of these state laws."'<-
Beyond the tremendous cost of a case of this nature to the 
insurance carrier and ultimately the employer, there is the 
social side of the proble::1. He search into the entire ::na tter 
of injured laborers revealed that they were primarily con-
cerned about their families' future because of the reduced in-
come; the victims disliked the prospect of being a dr;;:.in on 
society. The latter was inevitable since financial aid 
would be a necessity from some local organizE,tion such as 
local government welfare. Recovery wE~s slower in severe 
~1-14, p. 1 
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cases because the mental attitude of the patient i-Ta? poor. 
The future held no hope for him, and the stiraulus needed to 
induce a rapid recoverJ was lacking. 
After these numerous phases of the question Here 
explored and after the encouraging results of rehabilitation 
of the war injured, the need for workruen's rehabilitation 
rather than workmen's compensation was apparent, and the in-
surance industry began its rehabilitation program. 
In the treatnent of amputation cases, stress vras 
laid on a coordination of effort between the surgeon, the 
prosthetist, and most inportant, the patient. In the past, 
the patient was referred to a surgeon who would operate on 
the stump readying it for the artificial limb. After the pa-
tient had recuperated from the surgical treatment, he was 
sent to a prosthetist uho, for the first time and 1-ri ti1. no 
previous contact with the surgeon or patient, was expected 
to fit a proper appliance. This lack of coordination made 
the fitting difficult and the patient could not obtain maxi-
mum efficiency from the new limb. Therapy of all kinds, 
physic and mental particularly, wc:.s employed in all cases of 
injuries to instill the worker with the proper attitude to 
insure as complete a recovery as possible within the physical 
capacities of the injured worker. 'Ei1us, the keynote for the 
entire progrrun of industrial rehabilitation has been complete 
teamwork fron the claimsman who investigates the accident to 
the employer who returns the injured employee to his old job. 
25. 
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Often, raany lilonths elapse between the injury and the c,·.ploy-
ees return to work, but time and expense are relatively ~~-
important if a 1mrl-cer, dis e. bled by an industrial accident, 
can be reha.bili tated and returned to gainful el;lployL~ent. 
T'ne staff to hanc~le a co:nplete reha.bili tation pro-
era::;1 entails a great nur.2ber of specialist2 consistL1:::; of so-
cial vorkers, nurses, doctors, psycholot~ists, psychiatrists, 
physiotherapists, X-rs.y technicic.ns, and in sorJe cases, pros-
thetists. Each special t3r is no less i::nport&nt the:;.n another, 
since the injured person must be healed both ::lent&.lly <::end 
physically; often the rr.ental rehabilitation is the more dif-
ficul t of the t-rm.# The best surgica.l and r:1edicc:tl tree:.tuent 
alone cannot restore an &ccident victim to the best he:::~lt!l. 
possible; it ta.kes deternination and enthusias.,J of the r)a-
tient. Thus a tea.ro1 of specialists, all 1-:-orkin:; to·Fc:.rd the 
same goal, has to be recruited to bring about u. successful 
prograrr.. 
It had been fotlnd that in a large number of indus-
trial accident cases, errors in diagnosis in the e2.rly lJhases 
of ti1e treatment h&d caused delay in starting reha.bili tation 
treat~ent. In other cases, the proper diagnosis was not dis-
covered tmtil a long period after the origine.l injury, ',d th 
tl1e result that deformities beca:ae fixed ,;.nd disabilities 
became perm&.nent. "*" Even some injured persons that ·Here re-
7)'See Case History B in Appendix • 
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leased from hospitals as "cured" could not or 1-iould not re-
turn to employment. Fear of a recurrence of the injury, 
stiffness of joints, or atrophied muscles, coupled with lack 
of confidence kept these "curedn patients from returning to 
society as workers in industry. It became apparent that doc-
tors were one of the most important parts of the overall pro-
gram; both to insure the early correct di.s.gnosis or to pre-
vent an earlier improper diagnosis from remaining uncorrected 
until the patient was beyond help. The first hurdle met con-
cerned the proper attitude of the attending physician. He 
had to be reassured that he was not to step aside, but rather, 
the special doctors of the program were to aid him in correct 
diagnosis and treatment of the patient. X-rays of the pa-
tient would be examined by the attending physician and the 
rehabilitation specialist, and the findings would be dis-
cussed to ascertain the proper and best treatment for the pa-
tient. The goal being to return the injured worker to gain-
ful employment as soon as possible and with maximum efficien-
cy allmrable with the physical capacity the injured worker 
had left after his accident. 
It was understandable that the reh~bilitation ;hy-
sicians could not possibly review each serious accident case 
personally, so a means of filtering cases had to be devised 
utilizing a person 1ri th more available time than the doctors. 
A group of registered nurses were trained to do the ground-
work, and their help became invaluable. villen a serious claim 
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is reported, a medic&l adviser reviews the case. If he be-
lieves the injury is one that rrill respond to treatment, the 
case is turned over to the trained nurse. This rehabilita-
tion counselor discusses the case with the attending physi-
cian, patient, and even the patient's fmnily and employer. 
If the results of these discussions indicate that reh&bili-
tation w·ould materially aid the patient, the case is brought 
to the attention of the medical adviser again who then begins 
to work with the attending physician to :formulate a pl<:J.n of 
recovery for the worker.* It goes 1d thout s&.ying that the 
full cooperation of the attending physician is the first and 
most important barrier that must be surmounted in rehz.bili-
tating a particular case. The physician must :feel certain 
that he is not being superseded by the rehabilitation doctor, 
but rather he is still the most important member of the te.:..:.m. 
It is only natural that a pl~sician who is called upon to 
perform emergency work on an injured eraployee, often result-
ing in imrilediate surgery to save the person t s life, s~1ould 
not be sidetracked when the patient has recover•3d to a point 
where rehabilitation methods and procedures can be erc.ployed 
to restore him to competitiveemployment. 
\nen the medical adviser has the full cooperation 
of the attending physician, the next person to approach is 
the patient. Naturally, the mental and physical shock of a 
-::-14 D 2 
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serious accident leaves a patient emotionally upset. The 
future seem.s dark and prospects of returning to work &re re-
mote. Even though the patient is emotionally upset, the 
nurse counselor explains the program and the excellent possi-
bilities of recovery. Full cooperation and proper mental at-
titude are essential for the rehabilitation program to func-
tion at its best. Patients' attitudes towards the progrc..m 
differ with each case but they usually fall within the fol-
lowing three categories: 
1. Some wonder what strings are attached, 
2. Some try it as a last resort, 
3. Some are eager to try the program. -x-
Of course, the third type is the most desirable, but the oth-
er two types can be successfully rehabili t<e' ted v.rhen they have 
been won over. 
The proper attitude of the patient t s fc:Lmily is also 
most important since their encouragement or discour2gement 
affects the patient's recovery consider.:~bly .1/ The er:1ployer 
is approc-~ched and is part of the program since the patient is 
often assured of a job by his previous employer. This re-
assurance is invaluable in enabling the patient to reach the 
proper mental attitude for a complete recovery, a recovery as 
complete as the remaining bodily functions of the patient and 
the best physical and mental care will permit. 
~*-36 
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Recruitment of therapists, c..lthough treated last, 
is certainly not the least important. After a patient has 
the proper attitude and ha.s been made surgically :::..nd :..Jedi-
cally ready for recovery, it is the function of the thera-
pists to prepare the person for the rigors of normal, or near-
ly normal living. Long hours of massage, heat, ba.ths, rnents.l 
and occupational therapy are a part of each recovery progrc:.:t;l. 
The therapist ;nust k..'1.m-r the lirii.itations of ee.ch patient's 
physical c.nd mental condition, and with tJ.1is knmdedge, must 
push the patient to reach this point. Hore often thc;.n not, a 
patient does not realize how far he can progress in his re-
covery, and it is up to the therapist to win the patient's 
confidence. 
E. Original Disposition Under Workmen's Couoensation 
Before advc.~ncing into rehabilitation vrork, it aight 
be well to consider how a worl~uen's compensation injury case 
would be handled if rehabilitation were not atteupted. De-
pending upon the law involved, that is, the law of the state 
in which the accident occurred, the insurance carrier's 
claims department would set up a reserve for both raedical and 
compensation costs. In this type of disposition, the medical 
cost 1--rould include the original medical expenses to save the 
the workers life. Depending on the severity of the case, it 
is possible that a reserve would be established to maintain a 
fund from which to pay hospital, nurses and doctors for the 
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remainder of a claimant's life. This type of medical reserve 
would be evident in cases of lost limbs, paraplegia, loss of 
sight, and any other injury that would leave a victim help-
less. It should be stressed that this medical aid to the in-
jured worker would be for life only in the states where the 
worbnen's compensation law stipulated lifetli1e medical care. 
Of course, in st&.tes where the laws set up a maxim1.nn. number 
of months or years payment, the employee finds himself 1-ri th-
out aid after he has been paid the maximum medical benefits 
of the act • .:~-
In conjunction with the medical payment aspects of 
a given case, the employee would receive compensation for his 
lost -vmges. T:.i1.e weekly payments are a definite percentage of 
the weekly wa_ge enjoyed by the worker before his accident, 
subject to a specified minimum and maximum. Naturally, each 
state workmen's compensation law allows indeL~nity of differ-
ent amounts, but in no case can a worker make as much or more 
than he did before his injury. Compensation is further lim-
i ted by a maximum time that payments will be m&.de or a rc.axi-
mum total amount payable.** Again, similar to the medical 
benefits, if the state act is unlimited, it may pay inderrillity 
for the renminder of the employee's life. However, this life 
payment does not result in a steady weel{ly suu, since once it 
is determined that a compensation case will be a pernanent 
*4, pp. 245-246 
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tot~l case, i.e., no chance of recovery to ~ point of employ-
ment even vdth a lapse of time, the y.;reekly benefits are re-
calculated at a reduced rate for a life pension. It is al-
most a certainty that this weekly payment, at the reduction 
even below the maximum workmen's compensation payment, cannot 
maintain the family of the unfortunate victim, a.nd the :mem-
bers must seek help elsewhere to supplement this meager al-
lowance. It is not a pleasant situation for the employee, 
and one that is not conducive to a healthy recovery, espe-
cially the mental attitude. 
Everyone concerned with this type of case is sympa-
thetic toward the situation. Tl1e employer is disturbed that 
the injury occurred in his plant, but the schedule of pay-
ments for medical and compensation benefits is handled by his 
insurance carrier. The carrier must comply with the worlrrnen's 
compensation law, and premium is collected from the employer 
based on the payments specified by the state lm-~. Thus, all 
interests concerned 1-.ri th such a case realize the inadequacy 
of payments, but state regulations must be followed. How 
much better to a tte;.;:pt rehabilitation of the injured vrorker 
allowing hlia to become a wage earner again. 
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III. CASE HISTORIES 
A. imlputation of Right Hand 
To illustrate the operation of a rehabilitation 
program from the lnoment of the accident through a.ll phases of 
rehabilitation to re-employment, two actual case histories 
will be presented in this chapter.# 
An 18 year old girl was employed on the night shift 
in a large industrial plant as a punch press operator. On 
November 19, 1951 at approximately 10:45 P.J.l., this employee 
caught both of her hands in the press as it was operating. 
In a state of shock, she was rushed to the factory's first 
aid room where the attendant, realizing the seriousness of 
the accident, imrr1ediately called an ambulance. Upon arrival 
at the local hospital, she was met by a doctor who found she 
had sustained an amputation of the right hand at the wrist, 
traumatic amputation of the left index, middle, and ring fin-
gers, severe crushing injury to left thurab, compound fracture 
of distal #€ phalanx, and severe shock. The patient was 
rushed to surgery where first aid and surgical procedtrres 
were begun. Tne surgeon's report of the oyeration stc:.ted 
that he treated the patient for shock, administered whole 
blood transfusions, gave general anesthesia, re-amputated 
right forearm at optimrun level above wrist, plastically re-
#See Appendix for other case histories. 
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paired left thumb and distal portion of Heb of left hc.nd at 
site of index and middle fingers, and re-c.w:1putated the left 
ring finger at rdd portion of middle phalanx. Tetanus gas 
gangrene antitoxin, penicillin, and further sedation ·Here ad-
ministered after v-rhich the victim was formally admitted to 
the hospital. 
When the el;1ployer submitted his notice of accident 
to the insura...'1.ce carrier the next day, a claimsmc..n 1-ras sent 
to the accident site to inspect the machine that caused the 
mishap. His report showed that the macl1ine either repeated 
automatically or the claimant tripped the foot pedal while 
her :nands were at the nip point. As so-:m as it had been de-
termined from the claimsman's investigation that the evidence 
pointed to a valid claim, a claims file -vras established. 
Heanwhile, the attending physician h~:~d written up 
the medical and surgical procedures he had follm·Ted, and. he 
estimated that there would be permanent defect of 100% to the 
right hand and between 6 OJb and 7o% to the left hand. He sum-
marized the case by stating that the wounds should be com-
pletely healed in approximately four months, but he doubted 
if the patient could return to gainful euployment w"Lless she 
underwent rehabilitation. 
Wor~aen's compensation pa~nents were started imne-
diately, and the local claliJs department began to consider 
the possibility of sending this claill1ant to the carrier's re-
habilitation center. Having cleared the acceptance of this 
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girl at the center, the local claimsman contacted the attend-
ing physician to observe his attitude tovrs.rd his patient t s 
being admitted to the center. The doctor 1-1as most coopera-
tive and agreed wholeheartedly with the suggestion. 
Once the physician's permission had been obtained, 
a visit was made to the hospital to determiile if the patient 
was agreeable to the rehabilitation program and if she had 
the mental make up to become a cooperative person at the cen-
ter. The hospital visit reassured the local representative 
that the patient had an ideal temperament and mental attitude 
to progress nicely throughout the progro.r:1. The report stated 
her spirit and morale were excellent. 
The insurance carrier had set up an estimated re-
serve for this case at i)B,ooo. indenmity and ;;.f::,500. medical. 
Of course these figures were only preliminary and were sub-
ject to fluctuate as conditions changed. I<aking use of the 
rehabilitation program would cost approximately ~,2, 738. T'nis 
estimate was based on 10 weeks of room and board, prosthesis 
costs, and the need for a member of the fo.;:nily to accompany 
the patient because of her helpless condition. The breakdown 
of the estimated cost was: 
right hand prosthesis--------------------------:~;~315. 
left hand cosmetic prosthesis----------------- 265. 
left hand utility prosthesis------------------ 150. 
per diem cost at center (10 Heeks estimate)--- 625. 
food (patient and companion-10 i-reeks)--------- 630. 
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room (10 weeks)-------------------------------$350. 
miscellaneous charges-consultation fees, 
I,-liscellaneous transportc:•tion, prosthetic 
supplies-------------------------------------- 50. 
transportation by air (round trip-2 people)--- 353. 
Total estimated cost $2,738. 
The employer was contacted concerning the patient's 
being sent to the center. It was explained to him that the 
cost of transportation, room and board, prosthesis, and the 
use of the center would be charged against the medical por-
tion of this case and ultimately i·wuld influence his experi-
ence rating, thus the cost of his insurance. He i·ras in full 
agreement even though he would bear the cost through his fu-
ture insurance premiums, but he felt that if rehabilitation 
were not attempted, the cost might be unlimited, since an 
attendant would be necessary for this girl for many years. 
Of course, the wages of the attendant would be charged to 
this compensation case. In December the attending physician 
reported the patient was ITaking excellent progress, and he 
suggested immediate referral to the center. A visit was uade 
to the family on the same day to formulate plans for the pa-
tient's trip to the center. 
On J.s.nuary 14, 1952 the patient arrived at the cen-
ter accompanied by her mother as attendant. Upon their arri-
val, a tour was made of the rehabilitation center, and a rough 
idea of the program was outlined for the patient. The next 
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day an exanunation was made of the injury, and the doctor re-
ported good healing and that the patient had a good firm grip 
with the left hand. He felt there would be no need for a 
prosthesis for that hand, but the girl was ready for c:~ fitting 
of the right hand. He ordered recreational therapy to begin 
immediately and that the prosthetist make his preliminary ex-
amination. The latter examined the injured hand and arm and 
ordered prosthesis consisting of: 
1. Dorrance #B hook---------------------------4Pl50. 
2. right plastiskin hand to match left 
partial hand and Dorrance attachment 
on wrist block----------------------------- 315 .• 
3. left cosmetic partial hand to match right-- 315. 
Total $780. 
A complete physical examination was given, and the 
findings were excellent; she was recovering physically and 
psychologically from the amputation. The prognosis was ex-
cellent. ~mile the patient was waiting for the prosthesis to 
be manufactured, she was kept busy five days a week for five 
or six hours daily. Physiotherapy and occupational therapy 
were begun to strengthen the stump and shoulder in prepara-
tion for the handling of the artificial hand. Occupational 
therapy consisted of woodworking and the patient, with the 
aid of a therapist, made several useful and wortiT~rrhile arti-
cles of wood. Interspersed with occupational and physio-
therapy, recreational therapy was continued. The patient 
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learned to play ping-pong and managed to hold a pool cue well 
enough to play. All of these go.mes and activities served a 
two-fold purpose in keeping the patient occupied and, at the 
same time, strengthening the muscles c..nd stUJiip in prep&ration 
for the prosthesis. The daily report of the patient's prog-
ress showed a continued improvement in the strengthening of 
the shoulder muscles and elbow as well as the continued cheer-
fulness and high morale of the patient. 
The prosthesis was received on Febrwiry 11, 1952, 
o.nd after a few minor adjustments, the fit w&s sc.tisfactory. 
J~ter becoming familiar with the operation of the prosthesis, 
the patient was taught to use it for all daily functions. 
Physiotherapy, occupational, and recreational therapy were 
continued, but now the emphasis was centered on the proper 
use of the limb. Living in a near-by hotel and eating in 
restaurants gave the girl added training in the use of this 
prosthesis as well as becoming accustomed to the reactions of 
other people with whom she came into contact through this type 
of normal living. 
She had become so proficient in the use of the limb 
and had progressed so remarkably by late February, her mother 
was able to return home. Now the girl was on her Oh~ except 
for the hours spent daily in the center, an6 under close scru-
tiny of the nurse counselor, she was able to care for herself; 
she beg&n to attend sports events, theaters, and other func-
tions outside the center. She was beginning to acclimate and 
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re-establish herself as a self-sufficient member of society. 
l\lhen her excellent progress was apparent, a nurse 
counselor in her home state approached her previous e~-Jployer 
relative to employment when she was released from the center. 
He was most cooperative and was anxious to have her back if a 
job could be fo·und that was within her capacity to handle. 
The nurse did not stop at this potential offer, but she vis-
ited other prospective enployers outlining the handicap and 
reassuring them that the patient was capable of i{Orking at 
many jobs. To broaden the emplo~nent field further, the pa-
tient was sent to a psychologist who gave her tHo days of 
testing. His findings were turned over to the center, aiding 
the nurse in her search for re-employment for this girl. Af-
ter a short time, the previous employer stated that he 1-rould 
be able to re-employ the girl in the office. On March 24, 
1952 the patient was relec.sed and flev home acco;:;:panied by a 
nurse counselor. Before leaving the center, she had pro-
gressed to the point of driving an automobile and 1-rc..s looking 
:forward to obtaining a new license in her home state. Shortly 
after her arriv&.l home, her original attending physician ex-
amined the girl, and he highly praised the work done at the 
center. He was amazed at the ease with which the patient 
could use the prosthesis. 
Returning to work on April 7, 1952, the claimant 
was given & job in the office consisting of picking up o.nd 
delivering mail between departments and running a !Ilimeogra.ph 
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machine. Her wage was $.7. 00 per week higi.1er than at the tir.1e 
of the accident. She was accepted by the other e:::tployees im-
:.nedia tely and enjoyed her work exceedingly. The nurse coun-
selor kept in touch with the employer and the patient to de-
termine if anything further could or should be done by the 
insurance carrier. The employer was pleased with the arrc:.nge-
ment and noted progress in the 1-rork and ability of this girl. 
As for the girl, she was very content and happy at the job; 
had made many nei-r friends and was playing softball on the 
girls' team. Investigation showed that she would catch the 
ball with the gloved left h~nd, shake the glove off and throw 
the b&.ll vi th the same partial hand. 
Since the patient's departure from the center, the 
prosthetist had been attempting to develop a partial cosmetic 
and useful left hand to give more use to the fe1v re:oaining 
fingers. However, all attempts to develop a useful hand i..rere 
unsuccessful, but the patient had become so proficient with 
the remaining part of her left hand she did not l·rish further 
experimentation. 
An examination in October 1952 vr&s made by the at-
tending physician and after X-rays were read, he suggested a 
new arm because of stump shrinkage.# Approval was given by 
the insurance company to obtain this appliance from a local 
#TI1is shrinkage occurs after every amputation regardless of 
the expert medical and surgical procedures employed at the 
time of injury. 
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limb manufacturer subject to the approval of both the patient 
and the insurance company's local representative. This pros-
thesis was fitted and accepted in March 1953. It proved more 
comfortable and :more useful since the measurements -vrere those 
taken after the shrinkage had ceased. 
The claimant remained at her messenger job until 
December 1953, at which time the insurance carrier learned 
that she had been returned to the factory as a punch press 
operator. The insurance nurse immediately investigated the 
circun1stances that led to this change to appraise the accep-
tance by the patient of the situation. The claimant \{o.s not 
disturbed about returning to the machine which had caused her 
injury and accepted the challenge of showing that she cou~d 
hold an assembly line job as capably as a nonhandicapped per-
son. She remained at the punch press until August 1955 \-Then, 
because of a slorrdmm of contract work, she and fellow work-
ers in her department were let go temporarily. Tne employer 
assured the insurance company that it was not because of her 
handicap but because of general slackening in econonic con-
ditions that forced her release. In the same ~onth, the com-
pensation benefits ceased since the anount of the specific 
award had been paid in full. Actually, the insurance carrier 
had raore than fulfilled its obligations under the workLen' s 
compensation law trt paying the award and rehabilitating the 
claimant to a point where she was capable of self-sufficiency; 
however, the case does not end here. 
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In September 1955 the claimant returned East and 
asked help in obtaining a Nassachusetts license. 1-Ihile help-
ing her obtain the license, the insurance representative no-
ticed that the prosthesis was not functioning properly, and 
measurements were taken for a new one. This arm was delivered 
and fit in October 1955 and had proven satisfactory up to the 
time of this report. She passed the driving examination and 
has become a capable driver. 
On January 6, 1956, this claimant obtained a posi-
tion in an eastern city as a file clerk starting with a sal-
ary of $40.00 a week. The most recent entry in the file on 
this case states that the girl is doing a cor;m;.endable job and 
is enjoying her new surroundings in the East. 
The attitude of the claimant has been amazing from 
the start of her injury. Naturally, she was in severe shock 
following the accident, but within a few days, she was anx-
ious and determined to recover as completely as possible. In 
this state of mind, she was :most receptive to the visit of the 
carrier's representative who suggested the rehabilitation pro-
gram as a means toward independence. 
At the rehabilitation center, she was most coopera-
tive and enthused about the program. She cheerfully accepted 
the long, tedious, painful hours of therapy necessary to 
strengthen the stwnp and shoulder 11uscles to ready these 
parts for the use of the prosthesis. The claimant also ac-
cepted the idea of the artificial limb and anxiously awaited 
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its completion so she could become proficient in its use. 
When the prosthesis had been fitted, she spent long hou~s in 
learning to use the limb through occupational and recreation-
al therapy. By living in a hotel and eating in public res-
taurants, the patient quickly lost her anxiety of appearing 
in public with the new arm and became accustomed to the 
glances of people. In fact, she attended many events in the 
evenings becoming adept at making change, inserting coins in 
subway turnstiles, and traveling about the city alone. 
Because of her youth, she did not know what line of 
endeavor she wished to follow. The punch press job had been 
only a stopgap for her until she made up her mind what voca-
tion to enter. At the center, her future was discussed with 
her as part of the rehabilitation program, and still she was 
not certain i-That line to follow. 1-lhen she was told the re-
sults of her psychological tests, she decided against certain 
types of work in which her handicap would not have been a 
factor but because she did not wish to enter these particular 
fields. One hope for the future was based upon her handicap; 
she became quite enthused about working for an artificial 
limb manufacturer and distributor. She felt she could demon-
strate the use and practicability of a prosthesis and could 
convince handicapped persons to attempt the use of an artifi-
cial limb. With this thought in mind, she returned to her 
previous employer as a messenger but still intended to inves-
tigate the possibility of demonstrating the use of the limb. 
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Knowing that she leaned toward this demonstration 
work, a midwestern representative of the insurance carrier 
asked her to assist hL~ at a meeting where he was to address 
a group of insurance men concerning rehabilitation and its 
results. The girl was eager to offer her help, and her ad-
dress and demonstration of her mastery of the prosthesis were 
more instructive and informative than a lengthy speech cover-
ing the same subject. Writing of her excellent job, the rep-
resentative praised her poise and lack of self-consciousness 
because of her handicap. A year later in October 1954, she 
agreed to attend a national convention where she was to dem-
onstrate the perfection that could be attained with a proper 
prosthesis and training. The insurance company flew a nurse 
counselor and the girl to the convention where the demonstra-
tion and case history were enthusiastically received as a 
splendid exrunple of the work possible through a rehabilita-
tion program. Her cooperative attitude has done Inuch to re-
pay the carrier's interest and concern for this claimant i·rho 
conceivably could have been a helpless individual needing 
constant care and attention for the remainder of her life. 
The monetary savings through the use of a rehabil-
itation progrru~ will be discussed elsewhere, but a rough com-
parison between the probable cost of this case if rehabilita-
tion had not been attempted and the cost to date shm-rs the 
tremendous financial saving of the program over and above the 
hunmn life that has been restored to usefulness. TI1e state 
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industrial accident board m,rarded the clairaant a specific 
amount of' $4,640. consisting of' 235 weeks at $19.75 per week 
to compensate f'or 100% loss 'of' the right hand and 56_ 2/3% 
loss of' the left hand. In addition to this ai-rard, the insur-
ance carrier paid ~3,741. in medical expenses including the 
rehabilitation costs which were charged to medical expenses 
exclusively. If' rehabilitation had not been carried out, the 
estimated cost would have amounted to $8,000. maximum award 
f'or a permanent total case plus the probable necessity of 
maintaining a constant companion f'or the claimant indefinite-
ly. Using an estimate of 42 years for her life expectancy 
after the accident and paying an attendant only $25.00 a. week, 
this cost alone would be $55,000. 
Tnis clai~nt is only one of thousands that have 
been rehabilitated; some have not recovered as co:;:npletely and 
a few have shown no appreciable progress.# In each and every 
case, the insurance company has offered all of its facilities 
and help in the same manner outlined in this case because it 
is the carrier's feeling that payment of compensation and 
medical expenses are not the only obligation owed to the ac-
cident victims of policyholders. 
B. Bilateral Amputation of Hands 
A case history of a young man with a more serious 
#See Case History C in Appendix. 
loss may eliminate some doubts in the mind of the reader 1-rho 
may reason that the above case is an isolated one and other 
cases might have had a different outcome. The following case 
is presented to dispel these doubts. 
A 20 year old youth was working on a calender as an 
unskilled laborer in a rubber plant in November 1950 •..rhen his 
left hand became caught between the rollers. Trying to free 
his left hand with the other one, it too became caught, and 
both were drawn into the rollers. His screams e.ttracted the 
attention of his partner on the machine, and the latter iTIJ.ue-
di~tely hit the emergency switch reversing the rollers to 
free the youth's hands. The victim was in a state of shock 
and was rushed to the hospital by o.mbulance. 
Upon his arrival at the hospital, a doctor exau~ned 
him superficially and ordered tourniquets applied to both 
arms below the shoulders. TI1is emergency treatment stopped 
the profuse bleeding that had been occurring since the acci-
dent. Blood transfusions were ordered and -vrere administered 
throughout the day. Because the patient w.s.s in such severe 
shock, the doctor could not operate until afternoon. 
wnen the worst shock had subsided, as a result of 
the blood transfusions, the doctor performed c:. three hour 
surgical operation to repair the arms. He amputated the left 
hand and arm at the mid forearm in order to for:m a satisfe.c-
tory stump. The wound was closed, and a pressure dressing 
was made by the application of a. tight ace ba.ndage. The s<:.me 
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procedure was followed in the repair of the right hand c:.nd 
arm with the exception that the doctor W<.;;.s able to s;:~ve au-
"' 
proximately two thirds of the forearm. It was evident that 
the right hand had not been drawn into the rollers as far as 
the left because the damage had been confined to the hE:J.nd and 
lmrer arm. 
Hore blood transfusions were administered during 
and after the operation, and when the patient w&s returned to 
his bed, his condition -c;-ras only fair. Penicillin -c;.ras given 
for a period of two weeks to prevent any infection in the 
wounds. Skin grafts 1-rere found necessary to completely hea.l 
the stumps; this -c;-ras done as soon as the patient had recov-
ered from the shock of the injury and surgical repair. 
The insurance carrier -c;-;as notified on the day of 
the accident by the plant nurse, and. an immediate investiga-
tion was begun to determine the cause of the unfortunate ac-
cident. A claim file was established with tentative reserve 
of $18,000. compensation and ~5,000. medical. These figures 
were determined by the fact that under the workmen's compen-
sation act of this state, a bilateral 8~putee, reg~rdless of 
recovery, is considered a permanent total case and is enti-
tled to 750 weeks of compensation at ;w24.00 a week. Of 
course the medical expense was only a crude estimate since 
the future medical costs could not be ascertained at that 
early date. The greatest unknown factor of the case was the 
length of time the p&tient would need three special nurses. 
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A constant attendant to care for him for the re-
mainder of his life was obvious unless rehabilitation could 
make this young man self-sufficient. 
Approximately one week after the accident, a nurse 
counselor and the claimsman on this case visited the employer 
of the youth. The employer was very upset about the accident 
and reassured the company representatives that there would be 
a position for the boy when and if he could return to gainful 
employment. The next visit made by the nurse and clairnsman 
was to discuss the case i-Ti th the attending physician. At 
first the doctor was apprehensive and felt that the insurance 
company did not feel he was competent. His .fears 1-rere elin-
inated when the discussion turned to rehabilitating the pa-
tient. A careful explanation o.f the insurance company's re-
habilitation center and how it .functioned impressed the phy-
sician, and he agreed to cooperate fully in preparing the 
youth for the program. A call made on the patient did not 
prove too satisfactory since he still had not recovered from 
the accident and operations, but the nurse did :.11ention that 
other persons with the loss of both hands were now living 
normal lives and that plans 1-rere nnderway to aid him in at-
taining self-sufficiency as soon as possible. 
The parents were contacted next, and the entire 
program was outlined to them. They .felt relieved when they 
were shown brochures illustrating the recovery and complete 
independence achieved by other bilateral amputees and offered 
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their complete support and aid in rehabilitating their son. 
Thus, the grol.Uld vrork had been laid in this case, and the 
rest depended upon the mental attitude and rapid physical re-
covery of the patient. 
Compensation benefits were begun imrnediately after 
the case had been established, and a constant check was kept 
on the improvement of the patient. The rehabilitation nurse 
again visited the clail1ant in January and outlined to the 
yol.Ulg man the future plans for him and how he could help him-
self attain complete or near complete independence. He was 
eager to start the program. Since his mental attitude was 
excellent, the nurse was most encouraging in her report to 
her superiors. In fact, she mentioned that 11er visit to him 
had interrupted a checker gace between the patient and his 
special nurse. The latter had taped a pencil to each band-
aged stump, and he was able to move the checkers with the 
ends of the pencils. The future looked very much brighter to 
everyone connected lri th the case because of his fine mental 
recovery from the reality of his loss. 
The attending physician ordered physiotherapy to 
strengthen the man's shoulder and back muscles to keep these 
important muscles from becoming atrophied from lack of use. 
This therapy was started at the opportune time since the 
doctor noted that there was son1e limitation in flexion of the 
shorter left stump and some limitation in the full extension 
of the longer right stump. Any further delay in beginning 
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the therapy vrould have lengthened the recovery period later 
when the patient 1muld be :fitted to prostheses. 
Someone had to accompany the youth to the rehCJ.bil-
itation center since he was dependent on others' help to per-
:form normal daily routines. The nurse counselor suggested 
that his mother accompany him to the center, but a problem 
arose concerning care :for the rest of her children ~>rho were 
too young to manage :for themselves. TI~is problem was solved 
when the grandmother agreed to care :for the :family 1-rhile the 
raother was away. The insurance company agreed to pay her on 
a weekly basis while she acted as housekeeper for her grand-
children. \.,men this problem had been solved to the family's 
satisfaction, pla.ns were completed for the youth's transfer 
to the rehabilitation center. 
The patient and his mother arrived at the center on 
Harch 5th and ·~-rere met by a local rehabilitation nurse 1-rho 
accompanied thern to their roo:-Jing house and made certain that 
they were comfort.s.ble. The following day was a busy one for 
the patient. He was examined by a doctor at the center; the 
medical findings were encouraging. No furt~1er surgery would 
be needed to prepare the young man for his prostheses. Casts 
were made of the stumps, and while the prostheses were being 
made, an intensive physiotherapy program was begun to 
strengthen the rauscles needed to operate the artificial lin::.bs. 
The following prostheses were ordered: 
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2-below elbov.r Dorrance frar::.es, molded leather 
sockets with lacings in front 
2-Dorrance #8 hooks 
2-pull to open miracle hands 
2-cosmetic gloves. 
The cost of the equipment was $657.00 1-rhic11., of course, uas 
an addition to the other r.1edical expenses of this claim. 
~/i thin two weeks f'i ttings 1-:ere 111c:.de to assure -oron-
... ... 
er fit of the prostheses, and intensive training was begun to 
faniliarize the patient with the proper use of his new appli-
ances. By April the youth h~d advanced so rapidly in his 
raastery of the nevi hooks that he was able to put the:~1 on and 
remove them, open a package of cigarettes, place the pacl-cage 
in his left breast pocket, remove a single cigarette frou the 
package, and light it 1-ri th a book match. He could open and 
close most doors with one or both prostheses as well as put 
on and take off his shirt. He had, in this short time, also 
mastered the handling of' most woodworking tools and had made 
items in the shop with amazing skill. He had been feeding 
himself' since the third day. Physiotherapy 1-ras stopped at 
this point in the program since the patient i..fas using c:.ll the 
muscles in his daily routine. Now all he needed 1-ras constant 
practice and patience to completely master the appliances. 
The insurance company revised their estimate of the 
medical cost upward to approximately 4;8,000.; t~1.e compensa-
tion would not change since the f'ull :~·18, 000. -..rould be p2.id 
at the rate of $24.00 a week regardless of hov.r quickly and 
perfectly the patient became self-sufficient. 
Periodically, during his convalescence, the young 
:man had complained of chest pains. To relieve any anxiety of 
everyone concerned, the patient was sent to a heart special-
ist who reported that, after a complete examination including 
a cardiogrrun, there were no symptoms of a heart condition. 
(In a case of this nature, when a victim struggles to free 
his hands and arms fro:r;1 machinery at the time of injury, it 
is possible to strain the muscles around the heart or even 
cause a heart condition.) 
As the youth continued to progress rapidly, the 
claimsman called on the previous employer and informed the 
latter of the exceptional progress made by the injured em-
ployee, and that he would be fit and ready for re-employment 
in a short while. The employer was pleased at the tremendous 
progress and assured the insur.s.nce con:.p&ny' s representative 
that there would be a job for the returning man. In fact, 
there was an opening for an office position that would be 
within the physical capacities of the returning employee. 
This information was good news to everyone, and plans were 
completed for the claimant to return to his previous employer. 
Rather than find that the patient was not suited, 
mentally or physically, for this position, the yonng rean vras 
sent to a psychologist who gave the patient a battery of ap-
titude tests. The results were encouraging since the tests 
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showed that the boy had potentials that had not been devel-
oped, and the proposed position with the 1-1revious employer 
seemed to be 'di thin the mental and physica_l capacity of the 
patient. 
On :rvray 21, 1951, the youth was discharged from the 
rehabilitation center completely self-sufficient and with a 
bright future of living a long, productive, independent life 
in society. Before the rehabilitated boy reached his home, 
the claimsman explained to the family in great detail the 
need for the patient to get along by himself, and that the 
family should not offer to help their son with functions that 
he had learned to do by himself. (Experience has sho'im that 
the 1nost critical time for a rehabilitated person occurs upon 
his arrival home when the fan~ily, quite naturally, attempts to 
assist the patient with daily routines he has learned to han-
dle by himself. This offer of help has caused :many indepen-
dent persons to retrogress to the point of helplessness.) 
Even though it seemed heartless, the family agreed to cooper-
ate fully. 
After taking a vacation of a fevr weeks, during 
which time he obtained a car with special hand controls, he 
returned to work with his for:ner employer. The position in-
volved clerical work necessitating the use of adding nmchines, 
calculators, and a Remington Rand Cardex file. The reports 
of the employer, on follow-up visits by the claimsman, glowed 
with praise and amazement at the tremendous job this boy y..;ras 
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doing. He handled all assignments of his position and used 
his prostheses with amazing dexterity and c-,bili ty. Hention 
was also made in these reports that his handwriting was clear 
and legible. (The writer read a letter i~Titten to the insur-
er by this claimant and was impressed by the clear handwrit-
ing of this person.) He was receiving a salary of $250.00 a 
month, but he had been selected for a better position ~-rith a 
potential of $400.00 a month or better. 
The young man was married in February 1952, and af-
ter living in an apartment until August, he requested an ad-
vance on his $18,000. compensation to purchase a home. The 
insurance company investigated the house and obtained approv-
al of the industrial accident board, which had jurisdiction 
of the case, to advance the claimant $2,703.25 for a dohnpay-
ment. This advance -would, of course, be deducted from the 
pa~wents of future compensation and would shorten the normal 
750 weekly payrnents to this person. 
After his return to work, the claimant attended 
evening school to prepare himself for a better position with 
his company. He advanced to a position of responsibility 
with several employees reporting to him; his salary was 
equivalent to a foreman. The latest report from the employer 
states that the employee is being groomed for the position of 
the head of a staff department. The report further reveals 
that his progress is not only satisfactory but good, and no 
consideration is being given him because of his handicap. He 
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is advancing on his o-vrn, competing with other men vho have 
all their raculties. 
This case illustrates the tremendous advantage to 
the employer, society, the insurance carrier, the patient, 
and his ra:mily in making use of a reh;:;,bili tation program that 
is able to re-establish a potentially dependent person as an 
independent and sell-sufficient citizen of his c01;mmni ty. To 
be sure, the insurance carrier need only pay its monetary 
obligations of compensation and medical costs to fulfill its 
duty to the insured and his injured employee, but, &s this 
case shows, a person was mentally and physically restored to 
a full productive life through the rehabilitation program. 
The monetary saving, though it should be secondary 
to the human element involved in these cases, is important 
to the insurer 0nd the insured. A bilateral amputee, who 
had not had the advantage of a well-coordinated progr~a of 
rehabilitation, would conceivably need constant personal care 
and possibly confinement in an institution for the necessary 
attention the rest of his life. With a life expectancy of 45 
years, the estimate in the above case, the cost of this claim 
could amount to an additional $80,000. to $85,000. The lat-
ter amounts assu.11e a weekly cost for an attendant of only 
:$35.00 with no estimate of the additional cost of institu-
tional care. 
The cost of the case illustrated including the coE-
plete rehabilitation program was $18,000. compensation and 
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approximately :~15 ,000. medical, but the nost important result 
of' the program was the restoration of' a human being to a use-
:ful life. 
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IV. HONETARY EFFECT OF REHABILITATION 
A. Savings to Employer 
The primary purpose of a rehabili t<.;.tion program is 
to re-educate seriously injured workers to become self-suffi-
cient members or society and to allow them to earn a liveli-
hood for their ramilies. Secondary to the former goal is the 
monetary effect that a progrrun of this type has on the employ-
er, the insurance carrier, and society. 
Employers, who elect or are compelled to accept a 
state workmen's co1;1pensation act, pay a premium for this pro-
tection based upon an appropriate rate multiplied by the ex-
posure. 1-.'hile the unit of exposure is fixed, i.e., per ;;;loo. 
or pay roll expenditure, the rate is not constwnt. It fluc-
tuates from time to time as t:ae state insurance bodies study 
each individual classification to deterliline if the IJresent 
rate is redundant or if the insurance carriers are unable to 
meet all losses and expenses rrom the collectea. premiurn of 
the particular honogeneous group of insureds falling within 
the same classirication.* The regulating group assembles all 
the pre1ni1m1 paid by all risks falling into a given classifi-
cation for a. period of years <.>.nd also collects the losses 
paid to this same group of insureds for the sa1;1e period of 
time. Using these t-wo sources of information in a l"Jost com-
-i*5, p. 193 
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plicated mathematical formula,# the current manual rate is 
scrutinized to make certain that it fulfills the basic re-
quirements of a rate - reasonable, adequate, and not unfairly 
dis crimina tory. -l-(. 
It is obvious that if the medical and inderL~ity 
costs for any given classification are extremely high, the ne1-r 
manual rate must be increased to allow the insurance cc:_rriers 
to pay future losses and to maintain their financial stabil-
ity. An excess of permanent total cases, requiring medical 
treatment and indemnity payments for t£1e remaining years of 
life of these seriously injured 1-mrkers, will cause the r;1an-
ual rate to increase considerably. It behooves each insured 
to keep the total cost of each case at a minimum, without 
jeopardizing the health and welfare of the injured employee, 
thus keeping his insurance cost as low as possible. 
As mentioned above, each risk or emplo~rer is &s-
signed to the manual classification that best describes the 
hazards and exposures to which his employees are subjected.-:<--:~ 
Even though the workr1ents compensation manual contains approx-
imately 650 classifications, one of which fits each individ-
ual employer, the number is not adequate to differentiate be-
tween two similar risks falling into the same classification 
but having unlike hazards a.."ld exposures. The follo.,.~ring ex&.m-
#The method of co:-aputing these rates is beyond the scope of 
this work. 
~-1, p. 380 
-:h~4' p. 529 
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ple will illustrate this fact. Taking two machine shops, 
both falling in the same general classification by definition, 
we find the manual's appropriate phraseology: "Machine Shops 
N.O.C."# One shop has light machine exposure, perfectly 
guarded pw1ch presses, highly skilled labor, a.nd a safety con-
scious management. Housekeeping is found to be excellent as 
well as adequate lighting and ventilation provided for the em-
ployees. The other nachine shop fabricates parts that require 
heavy machinery, the punch presses a.nd other hazardous ma-
chines are not properly guarded, the management is not con-
cerned with the safety of the employees, c:.nd the shop reflects 
poor management attitude in poor housekeeping and unskilled 
labor. By definition of operations, these tvw risks fall into 
the same classification, but the use of the same manual rate 
for these t-Yro insureds certainly is not equitable. -jl- It is 
apparent from the above example that some modification of the 
manual rating procedure must be employed to compensate for 
the inadequacy of manual rate classifications alone; this de-
viation is called merit rating. Merit rating is defined as a 
rating process, which, when applied to the individual risk, 
measures the extent to which the particular risk deviates 
from the average of its class, and reflects this deviation in 
the rate of the risk. il-* 
#N.O.C. means not otherHise classified and iruplies a "catch-
all" classification. 
~-5, pp. 231-232 
~""*5, pp • 232-233 
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Experience rating is one type of nerit rating to 
compensate for the evident injustice of the manual rate as-
signment of a risk by classification alone. It relies upon 
the actuo.l past experience developed, disregarding the pres-
ent or future conditions or trends of the particular risk. 
The use of this plan gives each risk an opportunity to ob-
tain a reduction in insurance costs if the statistical data 
collected reveals past losses that were less than anticipated 
in the rate structure of the classification. Jmy risk that 
has had the misfortune to have several accidents that have 
crippled workers to the extreme point of loss of limbs or pa-
ralysis is certainly not average or above average in the man-
ual classification rate level, and this risk should and does 
pay more through the experience rating plan procedure. Con-
versely, a similar risk that has been more fortnnate than the 
other and has been accident-free, or nearly so, pays less 
premium. This plan is equitable for the insurance carriers, 
since in the latter case, less of the premiwn dollar is paid 
out in losses, and the carrier need not collect as high a 
premium in this instance. The basic idea of the experience 
rating plan is to produce an adjusted rate somewhere between 
the rate indicated by the risk's own experience and the in-
dicated rate of the manual classification. T'nis adjusted 
rate is composed of the individual risk's losses multiplied 
by a credibLd ty factor measuring the amount of credence that 
the risk's actual losses bear to the estimated losses used in 
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the make-up of the manual rate. Small risks lose their cred-
ibility, and the manual rate promulgated for the classifica-
tion is the 1:::ore accurate and true rate in these cases. How-
ever, it should be mentioned here that if a risk qualifies, 
the experience rating plan is mandatory, and, since debits or 
charges as well as credits can be produced and levied by this 
plan, i.e., the adjusted rate becomes higher than the mc;.nual 
rate, control of losses and proper medical and rehabilitation 
care of injured employees becomes a cost factor to the em-
ployer.* 
A relatively new type of rating plan for worl;::1en' s 
compensation risks is the retrospective rating plan. This 
plan has advantages over the experience rating plan since the 
former determines the annual premilUll irill:lediE;. tely after the 
year's experience has occurred. This is in contrast to the 
method of experience rating which uses past experience to de-
velop a modification applying to a future manual rate. Retro-
spective rating is most suitable for workmen's compensE:.tion 
insurance because accident frequency and accident severity 
can be measured with reasonable accuracy. -lPk 
For some time, employers have felt that some rating 
method should be devised to allow them monetary returns for 
recent good loss experience. This return would not be pos-
sible L.unediately under the experience rating plan because 
-*4' pp. 554-57 5 
->H~ Dp • 2113-244 
' ... 
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current experience did not enter into t~1e pronulga.tion of the 
current experience rate. Insurance carriers also felt that 
an irr:Ltedia te reward for good experience -v;ould have & tremen-
dous effect on insureds' control of current and future losses 
and would make them :rr1ore receptive to loss prevention and 
would influence their ~~intaining proper and safe working 
conditions in industry. TI1us, retrospective rating plans 
were developed to the satisfaction of both insurance carriers 
and buyers because it produced iThuediate responsiveness to 
changing hazards a,-ld the current loss picture. -l~ The use of 
this plan is by mutual agreement between the company and the 
risk, and it is optional with the insured.if Usually an in-
surance carrier will agree to a retrospective plan, but the 
final agreements on details may take negotiation. 1v11en a-
greement is reached, the risk is rated by the ordinary meth-
od, i.e., pay roll multiplied by the manual rate modified by 
the applicable experience modification. ~~is result is the 
estimated standard premium, and this c;:,.:.:nount is the basis from 
which the minimum and maximum retrospective premiums are de-
termined. The minimum retrospective premium is e. percentage 
less than the standard premium; it is an amount that the in-
sured agrees to pay regardless of the losses incurred for the 
policy period. Conversely, the maximum retrospective prernium 
-~3, pp. 57 4-575 
#This plan differs from experience rating in this respect; 
the latter is mandatory if a risk qualifies. 
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is a percentage in excess of the standard premimn agreed upon 
by both parties limiting the amount of pre:mi1Xi1 that the in-
sured ~>rill be compelled to pay if his losses are excessively 
high for the same period. By setting the minimum and 1aaximum 
premiwn.s, both the insurance carrier and the risk s.re protect-
ed from loss extre1;1es. It can be readily observed th&.t a 
risk electing a retrospective rating plan becomes detached 
from the other risks in its classification, and the final pre-
mium is based upon its own loss experience. 
vihen the policy year has been conpleted, the ex-
perience modified rate is applied to the audited iJay roll de-
veloping the actual standard premi"Lun. The actu&.l losses in-
curred are loaded for claims adjustment cost anci taxes, 2.11.d 
by use of a formula, the retrospective prewium is developed. 
Of course the developed retrospective premium is subject to 
the minir;ru.-rn and maximum premiums previously agreed upon by 
both parties, thus making certain that the carrier obtains 
enough premimn to cover expenses and taxes if the risk's 
losses were low and, by the same token, assuring the risk 
that if the losses were extremely costly, the prerdu:::a would 
be li~~i ted to the llla.XiTI~lll·1 prer;lim:a. -h'" 
It becomes apparent that the cost of -v-~orkmen' s com-
pensation cases has a direct relationship to the cost of the 
employer t s insurance through the loss experience becol:ling pa.rt 
-:~4, pp. 575-583 
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of future manual rates, influencing the experience ~edifica­
tion of an individual risk, as ,_,..ell &..~3 controlling tae cost 
of the insurance if the risk elects a retrospective rating 
plan. By utilizing the insurance carrier's rehabilitation 
facilities and progro.m, if serious cases do occur, th8 er:::J.-
ployer need not experience a severe rise in his insurance 
cost as would be the situation if a serious case were not re-
habilitated to the degree where the worl\:er could beco1~1e gain-
fully employed. The return to employo.u1ent would reduce the 
ultimate cost of inde1nnity payments to the injured person, 
for if a worker could not return, the final burden of con-
tinued payments would revert to the insured in rising costs 
of rrorknen r s compensation insurance. 
B. Savings to Insurer 
The above discussion has shown the pos;:>ible SL'-Ving 
of insuro.nce expenses for employers brought about by low·ering 
the final cost of workmen's compensation cases by utilizing 
every means to aid the injured employees' return to work &nd 
social independence through rehabilitation. The costs of se-
vere cases are felt by the insurance carrier also, possibly 
even n.ore pronounced tho.n by the policyholders. Trenendous 
reserves must be uaintained by the carrier to pay the heavy 
losses that statistics shm..r are going to happen eventually. 
The e:x:2 .. ct time of these occurrences is unknm·rn, and losses in 
any given year may be I•lore or less than predicted, but over a 
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number of years, the statistical e.vera.ge is borne out. Thus, 
monies must be kept in cash reserves or at least in liquid 
form to enable an insuro.nce carrier to make medical and in-
demnity payments on short notice to injured employees of its 
insureds. One case may mean only a few days compensation 
payment and a very small medical payment. The next case re-
ported may be a permanent total case neces::;;itating setting up 
a high estimate reserve to pay all medical expenses incurred 
and compensation benefits possibly for the remainder of the 
claimant's life. If a large number of these expensive cases 
occur -rri thin one year to the same carrier, the reserve is 
taxed. 
It has been mentioned earlier that manual rates are 
reviewed at intervals, and the rate of the classifications 
assigned to the risks which are responsible for the severe 
accidents will be increased. However, this increase will not 
be of any financial help to the carrier since the losses suf-
fered in a given year Hill not change the manu.:~l rates for 
several years. Of course, in the meantime, the carrier has 
made payments, medical and Heekly compensation, to the in-
jured person. These payments are made from reserves that are 
:-Eaintained by the current manual rates vhich reflect loss ex-
perience of the several prior years. Certainly it is advan-
tageous for the carrier to do everything possible to aid the 
worker in his fight to resUL1e a normal life. This aid, be-
sides the humanitarian aspect, reduces the ultimate cost of 
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the compensation case because, after rehabilitation, the in-
jured person can return to a job. This reduces fut1.:tre vreekly 
compensation payments that 1-rould be paid for the remaining 
lifetime of the worker if rehabilitation had not been at-
tempted. :Even though the rehabilitation service may be an 
immediate heB.VY expense, the final cost will be considerably 
reduced. 
Experience rating, as pointed out, can produce ei-
ther a debit or credit that is applied to the manual rate of 
each workmen's compensation risk that qualifies. E.'ven if a 
risk's loss experience has been very poor, the experience 
debit reflecting this adverse experience is not applied to 
the manual rate until over a year after the losses occurred.# 
In addition to the fact that current losses do not help the 
carrier recoup its current loss payments, the actual payments 
are seldom entered in the experience rating ce,lculations at 
the actual amount. Death and permanent total disability 
cases are entered at a maxirrum value; this value being the 
average cost of death and permanent total cases for the state 
in question. These t1-ro types of cases are rare, and the costs 
vary 1ddely, especially death cases,~~ the variance being the 
number or lack of dependents. Even losses not involving death 
or permanent total disability cases are not entered at full 
#1955 loss experience would not be reflected in an experience 
rating modification until the 1957 policy year. 
-l(-4, pp. 556-559 
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value if they are over ~·500., thus softening the experience 
debit if the years involved in the rating have large loss8s. 
It is advantageous to rehabilitate a severely injured uorker 
to keep the cost of each serious loss as low as possible. 
It was mentioned earlier that the use of a retro-
spective rating plan is optional and must be mutually c;;.ccept-
able to the particular risk and the carrier. A retrospective 
rating plan is seldom unacceptable to the carrier except for 
a plan involving· a low maximum retrospective pre:c:1iun. Natu-
rally, an assured, interested in savings, desires a plan 
calling for a low minimxm1 and also a low maximurn. In this 
way the insured is certain to pay a low premium if losses are 
small, while a year of severe losses will not cost the insured 
appreciably more since the low maximum premium limits the 
amount of his costs ovsr standard premium. Competition among 
insurance companies has given an advantage to insureds since 
a prospective buyer of a retrospective rating plan will com-
pel insurance comp&nies to vie for its business, and, of 
course, the carrier offering the lowest mini:rm.l.Lll &.nd maximum 
premi~~ for the future year will write the risk. Once both 
parties h&.ve accepted the terms of the retrospective plan, 
the plan is binding for the coning policy year. 
Policy years of frequent and severe losses involving 
cases that r:1ust have reserves rr..aintained to anticipate pay-
ments for years to come as well as costly medical expenses 
incurred i1mnediately after the accident affect the insurance 
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co:c,:pa.ny tremendously. The risk's insura.nce cost for Ci uc.r-.... 
ticularly bad year is limited to the m&xinum retrospective 
pren~iu:ra. However, the carrier must pay c..ll losses, rega.rd-
less of how much the cost rnay exceed the preniruc. received un-
der the plan used. Nothing can be done about the cost of r:aed-
ical and surgical relief to the accident victim in saving :n.is 
life and restoring him medically and surgically c.s completely 
as possible. It is the future expenses of maintaining hos-
pital costs, nursing care, and the payment of compensation 
benerits to the worker, possibly for the rest or his life, 
that can be reduced by an additional expenditure, :following 
corrective surgery, to provide therapy, prosthetics, and re-
education in the sarne or a new type or employDlent 1d thin the 
capabilities or the injured worker. The ini ti&.l expense 1-rill 
be more, but the worl{er can return to an employment, thus re-
ducing the yea.rs of conpensation benefits thc:tt would be nee-
essary without the rehabilitation of the clcdm&nt. 
The use of rehabilitation for the restoration of 
injured employees appears to affect both the employer and in-
surance carrier in similar ways, i.e., lowering the cost of 
insurance for the former and reducing the total medic&l and 
indemnity payments on severe but correctible cases for the 
latter. The monetary savings may not be apparent irrr;-:edis.tely 
to eitl1er group, but, for the long pull, the savings are ap-
preciable, disregarding the benefit to mankind in restoring 
faith and personal pride to persons who, previously, 1·rere 
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doomed to helpless lives of dependence, financial and physi-
cal, on others. 
C. Savings to Society 
Probably society receives less financial benefit 
from industrial rehabilitation programs than the employers 
and insurance carriers. Actually, the cost to a municipality 
of supporting a family is assessed against each and every 
taxpayer, w~d the expense is hidden in general expenditures 
as opposed to funds actually appropriated for future payments 
of similar care under the insurance program. However, even 
though the saving is not as easily discernible, the anount is 
appreciable, and it is to a municipality's advantage because 
funds ear-marked for hardship cases can be spent else1-rhere if 
they are not needed for this type of case. An injured work-
er's compensation benefit payments are not large, but a man 
can provide the necessities for his family tem:porarily. Thus, 
a temporarily crippling accident does not present an hrrnediate 
problem to a worker and society, but what of a permanently 
crippled worker? As mentioned earlier, inderrm.ity payments 
cease after a definite length of time#, or if the payments do 
not cease, they are, of necessity, reduced to a weekly set-
tlement that is much too small to maintain a family. (Since 
the payments must stretch over the normal life expectancy of 
#Depending on each state workmen's compensation act. 
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the handicapped worker, they must be S1;Ie.ll.) \:Jhen this even-
tuality occurs, someone ~-~ust coce to the <iSsistE>.nce of these 
deserving and needy faBilies. Local ·hrelfare departLents 2.nd 
federal agencies must be contacted, a.nd, in some cases, fc:.n-
ilies must be separated; mothers uust find work, and the in-
jured person's recovery is retarded beco.use of the -;-rorry and 
despair of the situation. l-ien who have alw&ys provided ade-
quately for their families' needs find it extremely difficult 
to accept financial aid, but, in conditions like those r.1en-
tioned above, help J::J.ust be accepted. The future holds little 
hope for workers who find themselves in this predica:n:ent. 
The Horkmen' s compensation benefits pay all :,J.edical 
and surgical expenses incurred in sc;.ving injured \·rorkers' 
lives and returning them to healthy persons, but if rehabili-
tation is not atte;npted on severe c.s.ses, these persons are 
discharged frc;m. hospitals in helpless condition and must ei-
ther be sent to a nursing h,:;me or back to t11eir hm-:1es uhere 
professional nursing care must be provided for the rest of 
their lives. In most states, the 1.,rorlnnen' s compens2.ti-::m la1-rs 
provide the payment of this nursing and convalescent !1ome 
care, but the local welfare and district nursing facilities 
Il.lUSt be called upon for as much care as these groups can af-
ford to give when the compensation benefits run out or do not 
provide sufficient help. 
To illustrate the effect of rehabilitation on soci-
ety, especially the monetary effect, the United Hine 1,:-orkers 
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Organiz&tion reported that they estimate that if the 16S se-
verely injured ITiners who were rehabilitated and sent back to 
employment by June 1952 had remained helpless cripples, a 
majority would have spent the reu.a.inder of their lives on re-
lief. This relief, of course, r<ould begin after the workmen's 
compensation benefits had been exhausted for these men. In-
eluding these miners' dependents and figuring on the norual 
life expectancy, the cost of having them on relief would have 
amounted to an average per family of approximately $25,000., 
the actual family amount ranging from ~:;13, 000. to ~;35 ,400. 
Tne figure could have reached $6,151,600. for the entire 
group. The expected earnings of these Llen, for the remainder 
of their working lives, based on their earnings in Dece:tnber 
1953, 1dll amount to approximately $6,812, 458. ->~ 
The Social Security Act has been amended to include 
aid to the permanent and totally disabled. These rjeople novr 
are able to receive social security benefits at the age of 50 
years if they submit evidence of their disability. The addi-
tion of this category under the Act means that lilillions of 
dollars more "Ifill be needed to give financial aid to these 
unfortunate people. The BtiTeau of Public Assistance reported 
that in September of 1953 over 187,000 disabled persons were 
receiving benefits costing $118 million, or over $631. each.->Hc-
In addition to saving tl1e necessary payments of 
-){-29 pu 78-79 
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relief and pensions by rehabilitating the seriously injured 
workraen, the n1ere fact that these persons can return to gain-
ful employrnent produces income to the goverrunent through lo-
cal and Federal Income Tax payments. The Federal Office of 
Vocational Rehabilitation stated, "Approxi~nately 44,000 per-
sons rehabilitated in 1947 under Federal State Vocational Re-
habilitation programs are now earning at a rate exceeding 
seventy rnillion dollars a year and the following year, paid 
over five million dollars back to their government in Federal 
Income Taxes alone."* One state reported that the relief 
costs of 400 cases were approximately $250,000. a year, but 
after rehabilitation, the same group were no longer on relief 
and the earnings of this group amounted to more than ~B,JO, 000. 
a year. 
To be sure, not all of the disabled persons obtain-
ing aid from government agencies, both local and Federal, were 
injured in industrial accidents, but there are so many that 
if it were possible to rehabilitate the occupational injured 
and remove them from the pension and relief rolls, the mon-
etary savings to society would be tremendous.# 
D. Cost of Rehabilitation versus Non-rehabilitation 
The comparative cost between rehabilitating and not 
*24, pp. 1-2 
#Statistics show that every 15 seconds a person is disabled 
as a result of an industrial accident. 
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rehabilitating an injured worker is difficult to ascertain 
because there are so many variables. Some of these are the 
life expectancy of the individual patient, reduction in cost 
of permanent nursing and medical attention, (in cases of co:::1-
plete helplessness), rapid, unexpected partial recovery, &nd 
changes in individual state workli1en' s co:rapensation la',; bene-
fit levels. Because of this uncertainty, reserve figures es-
tablished for future medical costs of severe cases are prob-
ably high, as are the reserve for weekly benefits since this 
estimate is also based on several variable factors. 
Nursing and hospital care costs have risen tremen-
dously during the last decade, and it is not unusual for the 
expense of special nurses and room and board to exceed ~;1, 000. 
a month. If an employee in his twenties is seriously injured, 
necessitating an amputation or causing partie.l or complete 
paralysis, the medical and compensation reserves established 
on this claim could amount to a quarter of a million dollars. 
This figure is based on the expectancy that the injured per-
son would live 20 years after sustaining his injury; an esti-
mate that is entirely i-ii thin t.h.e realm of reality since the 
discovery and perfection of our nev.r drugs and :;.nethods of com-
pensating for lost bodily functions.* Eventually, a para-
plegic or amputee may recover sufficiently to be discharged 
from the hospital, but unless rehabilitation follows, he will 
*15, pp. 2-3 
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need consto.nt nursing care in the former instance, and prac-
tically constant care in the latter type case, expecially if 
the injury involves the loss of more than one limb. Con-
versely, if rehabilitation is employed, the medical, surgicc..l, 
therapeutic, and attendant costs are initially higher, but 
after a longer or shorter period of attention and training, 
the future reserves can be reduced almost to nothing since 
the greater number of rehabilitated workers are able to re-
turn to employiilent at the same pay scale or better than they 
enjoyed immediately preceding their injtu~y. 
A midwestern electric company lineman brushed a live 
wire receiving 7,200 volts through the back of his head, right 
shoulder, and both arms. The i~~ediate medical and surgical 
treatment resulted in double a.J.nputation of the arns a few 
inches below the elbow. After extensive therapy and treat-
ment, he 1-ras fitted to artificial arms. Further ther:.:~py and 
instruction in the use of these prostheses resulted in his 
1;mstery of putting on his arms, dressing J:1imself, opening 
doors, driving a car, using tools, and lighting a cigarette. 
11Ti thin t"'l--ro weeks after his discharge, he returned to Fork with 
the sa;11e company at the s;;;.me rate of pay he had prior to his 
injury. 
He was classified as a total per~;~anent disc;,bili ty 
in spite of his return to work, and because of this classifi-
cation, he is paid compensation until the maximwn has been 
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expended; at that time he will receive a pension for life.-:.~~ 
This will amount to approximately ~~20, 000. The meclico.l ex-
penses were <~2,836., and it is anticipc:~ted that another ~)500. 
1-lill be paid to cover contingencies in the future. The reh8.-
bilitation bill amounted to ¢.a,891. excluding an expected $750. 
payment for repairs and possible replacement of his artificial 
arms. Tnus, the total anticipated cost specifically allocat-
ed to rehc;.bili t.:;~tion alone amounts to i;$2 ,6<.tl. vJi thout this 
care and treatment, the estimated additional cost of this case 
·would be about ~;30,800. This latter figure would be spent 
for attendant care during his expected lifetine. ~30,800. 
Ininus the rehabilitation cost of ;;:;2 ,641. results in an esti-
mated saving of $28,159. Of course, the initial medical cost 
of ~2,836. and the $20,000. compensation payment 1muld have 
to be paid even if rehabilitation had not been attempted.-;-:-
.fill.other case involved a warehouse handler Hho was 
struck on the head and back by a heavy packing case causing 
his body to "jack-knife". The resultant damage consisted of 
the fracture and dislocation of a vertebra and the sever~nce 
of the spin.:d cord causing complete paralysis belov the waist. 
1-Iaving survived the shock of the accident, he under-
went several operations to correct his condition as much as 
possible. Shortly after his recovery frma the operations, he 
#The ruling under the particular state co~pensation law 
having jurisdiction over this case. 
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bege.n his rehabilitation program.. He was taught to use 
crutches and to J:ioYe around in a wheelchair as well as to 
perform all the functions of daily living. Because of his 
bodily c:Jnditions, he could never return to his previ8us em-
ployment, so he attended a school of we;, tch repair. Hi th an 
advance of 1-rormen' s cor.1pensa tion pc:.yment of i;2 ,600., he es-
tablished his own. business and has been very suecessful. 
The age of this claimant, at the ti:"Je of c:.ccident, 
vre..s 24 years. Estimates are that, without his rehabilitation, 
he would have required about five years of hospital care 
costing approximEL tely ~c·50, 000. Upon dischc.<.rge from the hos-
pital, he would have been cowpelled to enter a convalescent 
nome at a cost of ~;$100. a week, and if he had lived his full 
life expectancy of thirty-six years, ti1is case 1-rould cost 
:i~l87, 000. 1':.'1e total cost of this patient's rehu.bili ta. tion 
~res ;;;;25,000. compared to ;;~237 ,000. estimated cost of future 
care if no reh;s.bili ta tion had been carried out. An addi-
tiona.l saving of between $10,000. and .;20,000. might be pos-
sible under the compensation payr;1ents since, if the business 
is successful, the increased earning capacity of the individ-
ual will reduce the 1-reekly payments. -l!-
Rehabilitation is not reserved exclusively- for 
uorkers whose unfortunate accidents result in par<;,plegia or 
loss of limb as the follo1-ring case history illustrates. 
-l(-20, pp. 3-9 
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P..n engineer aboard a sea-going electronic testing 
ship received a compound fracture of both bones of the right 
forearm vrhen the winch cable snapped, vrrap}::ing the ster~l 1-rire 
around his ar1~1. IrrLledia te nedical and surgicc;.l relief con-
sisted of fixation with s1celeta.l traction pins at 1-rrist and 
elbow level and irw:J.obiliza tion of tl1e arm in a cast. ::;;::~tis­
factory healing did not tc-Jce pla.ce, and further study of the 
injur:~' necessitated open reduction and gr;;.fting of the radius 
c.;.nd ulna. 1fuile the surgical healing was progressing, the 
patient received physical therapy consisting of flexion and 
extension exercises of his fingers, he::·t c.nd 1~assage to the 
right shoulder. Even with this therapy co;;n·;lencing early in 
the stage of recovery, further stiffness developed vl1ich lin-
ited the use of finger exercise. Occupation&l therapy was 
begun; knot tying, typesetting, and checkers were & tte:;1pted 
even before the ct.,st Has removed. The occupa tionc.l therc:.py 
program was stepped up becoming ~ilore vigorous rmtil the pa-
tient was cap.:1.ble of doing general IWOdlmrking. On his dis-
charge, a physicc.~l examinatLm revealed that there 1-ras very 
little defect in motion of his shoulder, wrist, and hc:cnd, e:>.nd 
he uas able to return to his forEler job aboard ship at the 
same rate of pay he enjoyed before his accident. 
vlithout rehabilitation, it is conceivable that tem-
porary disa.bili ty would have extendeci for a yea.r and. one-half 
to hro years and Hould have resulted in loss of use of the 
right arm. Being unable to perfor~1: his duties, the patient 
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could not have retu~ned to his former occupation, and, if no 
other suitable position could be obtainea, the case would 
have resulted in a permanent total disability costing ~?12, 000. 
or more. It is fair to estirr~te that the rehabilitation car-
ried out for this employee saved at least ;,:;5,000. for the in-
surance carrier and ultimately the employer.-;~ 
These are cases picked at random tha.t 1-rere rehabil-
itated. They illustrate the savings possible under a progr~ 
of this type as opposed to paT.cnent of compensation benefits, 
pensions, medicE~l, hospital, and nursing expenses for life 
required under the various workmen's compensation acts. 
Probably the contrast between the use of a rehabil-
itation program and simply pe.ying medical and indenmity costs 
is most obvious when paralysis results from injuries. One 
insurance carrier prepared a statisticc:<l analysis of the para-
lytic cases on its records. The total n1111-oer · w2.s 125 ca.ses 
of paraplegia and quadriplegia resulting fron1 spinal cord in-
juries of vrhich, at the time of the study June 10, l95LJ:, 91 
were open cases, 13 were closed cases, 10 open fatal cases, 
and 11 were closed fatal cases. 97 of the injuries had re-
sulted in paraplegia while 28 -rrere quadriplegia. Of the to-
tc;.l number, 61 cases occurred in states in which coEpensa tion 
benefits were limited by sta.tute, but 64 C2cses fell 1-rithin 
the jurisdiction of state compensation lc:.ws that had unliL:ited 
-*17' pp. 7-8 
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compensation payments. 44 cases he;.ci limited medical, while 
81 were under statutes that allowed unlimited medical costs. 
~he report further states that 33 have returned to work or 
are engaged in business, and of these 33 persons, 25 vere 
afforded the rehabilitation program. Rehabilitation had been 
undertaken on 64 cases, and 49 of these persons had been dis-
charged from this program. Hospit&l care is still necessary 
for 3 of these individuals as well as 11 requiring some de-
gree of paid attendant care. A rnore cheerful note concerns 
the 10 persons living at home without attendant care, and 25 
or 51% of the 64 persons have returned to employment. The 
total estimated compensation cost of these completed cases 
would have amounted to $1,064,070. if they had not been of-
fered rehabilitation; the estimated medical cost of these 
same cases if not offered the program 1-rould have been 4?3,830, 
500. The total cost of the rehabilitation program. for this 
group was $488,654. The estimated savings on compensation 
alone amounted to :$5? ,400., and a tremendous saving in medi-
cal expenses was estimated at $.2,182,200.* Since paralysis 
renders a victim almost completely helpless, the above record 
seems remarkable; first, the returning of so many helpless 
persons to a useful life of driving cars, caring for their 
own physical needs, &nd being able to becm1e wage earners a-
gain, and second, the saving of such a sum of money that re-
-'k34, pp. 1-3 
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duces future insurance premiums f'or the erilployer and lessens 
the insurance carrier's expenses for loss payments. 
Setting up and administering a cor:1plete, well round-
ed rehabilitation progra.m is an expensive but worthv-:hile pro-
ject. Nurses, doctors, physiotherapists, and prosthetic ex-
perts must be recruited and equip:ped 1-ri th the instruments and 
equipment necessary to carry out a complete progr~a. TI1e 
cost would be almost prohibitive if a progr.::..m were attempted 
to properly rehabilitate every conceivable type of injury, so 
a center usually is established for the treatment of t~1.e i:lore 
connnon injuries, and special and unusual types of disability 
cases are referred to special centers found in most large 
communities. 
One rehabilitation center founded in Boston, l·Iassa-
chusetts required an initial outlay of $50,000. This paid 
for equipment, salaries of the special employees, and the rent 
until the center earned enough to pay its own operating costs. 
The same company opened a similar center in Chicago, Illinois 
which cost, initially, $75,000. The t1-10 centers have an an-
nual budget of $250,000. which is offset by fees charged a-
gainst e&ch case for the services rendered and for t[le ex-
pense of maintaining patients while they are being treated. ·H-
Ultimately, the employer pays a part of the cost of rn.ain-
taining a patient and for the center in future manual rates 
*19, pp. 7-8 
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and experience charges based on his loss cost. 
It is evident that the cost of' establishing ~md 
maintaining a rehabilitation center is actually inexpensive 
when disabled persons are made self'-suf'ficient and insurance 
costs are lessened both for the insured and t!:1e insurer. 
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V. COIJCLUSIOU 
A. Need f'or More Rehabilitation 
During the two recent Horld Wars, the labor market 
was depleted by millions of able-bodied young men who enlisted 
or were draf'ted into the armed forces. Naturally, t}J.e lJrO-
duction of all com,~-;odi ties had to be increased, and yet labor 
lost a goodly number of its best material; other sources of 
labor had to be discovered. ~vomen were accepted into ernploy-
ments heretofore thought of as a "man's job"; c::.nd a source of 
labor was recognized: the handicapped and disabled persons. 
IndustriGl engineers discovered, while attempting to solve 
the manpower shortage, that most people utilize only 25 per 
cent of their total physical resources in their work.* Thus, 
thousands of handicapped persons were given employment in 
jobs that did not call upon the need f'or their lost functions. 
The experience of these workers revealed that they were equal 
to or even surpassed their predecessors, who l·rere not handi-
capped, in efficiency and production. After the Armistices 
were negotiated and hundreds of thousands of veterans re-
turned home, the handicapped and disabled 1-rorkers 1rere re-
placed by these returning servicemen, and tJ:1is group of able 
workers were again unemployed. However, modern economy has 
changed, and we are living in a time when 1-re need full pro-
~1-29, p. 73 
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duction if we are to ~aintain our present standard of living. 
All avai1dble manpower is needed to accomplish this, ill."'1.d dis-
abled worlnc.en should be given every chance to be cone rehabil-
itated. Once this rehabilitation has been completed, voca-
tiona.l and educo.tional tests should point out the proper niche 
in which the 1-rorkers are sui ted for re-em:0loyment even vi th 
their partial disability. It has been said that Utrles:::; sene-
thing is done to utilize the handicapped c.nd disabled persons 
in this country, by 1980 every physically fit "'·mrker i·rill be 
coupelled to support one of the more UP~ortunute persons un-
able to obtain employment because of some pnysicc.l impairment. -1~ 
It is interesting to note that the Federal Govern-
ment has become concerned about this probleEJ. It is con-
cerned not only with restoration of persons injured by indus-
trial accidents, but also with those left disabled by non-
industrial accidents or disease. 
Hr • .Arthur Larson, Under Secret.s.ry of Labor, stated 
in an address presented on September 1, 1954, "Anyone here 
could quickly draw up a list of fifteen or tlrenty major 
changes thc:.t ought to be made in the compensation system of 
the average state--. Although some progress is rnade fro::-.1 
time to time, 1-re still find ourselves in 1954 1-ri th a worlcmen 1 s 
cor11pensation progran in this country that, in vieiT of r2ost 
imy;artial observers, is inadequate, inefficient, c:md gener-
*29, p. 84 
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ally behind the times.---I have heard that & study in one 
netropoli tan center shm-red that one-half of the compensation 
cases were on relief. Even worse, in some places the relief 
authorities refuse to give anything to a man \'{ho has comDen-
sation rights, even if he cannot live on the proceeds of his 
compensation." 
11
--It is unfortunate that this system. s.cq_uired the 
name of 'v-rorkmen' s compensation'. The word t coupensation' 
comwtes a sort of paying-off, or buying-off, of the injury. 
It seems to imply that the system has discharged its func-
tions 1rhen it has given the worker or his fc.c.mily a certain 
amount of money." 
"The new concept, which :.:..s spreading very rapidly, 
and which dominates almost every current conference on "l·rork-
men' s co111pensa tion, is that the duty of 1--wrk:men' s c:Jl!lpensa-
tion goes beyond this paying-off. It extends to restoring 
the workman, as far as possible, to health and useful employ-
ment, through careful medical attention, anci physical and vo-
cational rehabilitation. In other words, the job is not mere-
ly to 'compensate', it is to 'restore'." 
"Someone h2.s got to take this responsibility, be-
fore we can get very far 1d th the idea of 1,rork:nen' s restora-
tion. Inherently, it is the responsibility of the carriers, 
and some of them are doing great pioneer work in this 
direction." 
Hr. Larson concludes his address by sts.ting, 11--I 
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sincerely hope that we can bring to bear all the forces the.t 
have been workin0' 7 tm-rard a better <:<yste··n ·~Y">d ···v, '-e 1o~::5 t'_r1e -.J J.~.o. ' U.._.J.. L ... C..J\.. ;:;; ._; 
year in which tr1e syster:. finally car:1e of age a:c-1d begc.n to do 
its full job of t.forklaen's Restoration."~t-
Fror.i the su.rl!:~ation of the above address, it is evi-
dent that the Federal Governrrh:.nt is cognizant of the current 
worklnen's co:::1pensation syste:o. and the tremendous need for 
more rehabilitation programs being made available to indus-
trial accident victims. 
Earlier, a review lias presented shm-ring the nwv:J.ber 
of paraplegic <:i.nd quadriplegic cases on record with one in-
surance c:YT:pany and the encouraging nlliu.ber of those cases 
that had been able to return to gainful em};loYJ:n.ent. The num-
ber of cases able to return 1ras heartening especially since 
this type of injury, par.;,lysis, is the most difficult 1-ri th 
which to cope for a nwnber of reasons. A paraplegic or ~uad-
riplegic patient not only loses the use and sensa.tions in his 
extremities, but also all org&.ns cease to function frmE the 
point of spinal injury do~~ward. TI1us, before occupational 
rehabilitation can begin, the patient must be taught to con-
trol his lost bodily functions, i.e., bladder, etc. iU'ter 
mastering this difficult procedure, the vocc;.tional therapy 
uust be held in abeya.nce until the patient hB.s been trained 
to use a wheelchair or crutches. It would be useless to 
7~32' pp. l-21 
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teach one of these patients c:n occUE.Jation if he '.-rould not be 
able to sit up or move under his Ol·iTI po"l-rer. If the nu;J.ber of 
patients recovering fro::n this most serious type of injury is 
encouraging, think of the great number of less severely in-
jured that could be returned to gainful employuent if reha-
bili tation programs were available on a lc:,rger scale. The 
nQmber of correctable but uncorrected industrial disability 
cases is tremendous. Hundreds of thous<:Lnds of capa.ble and 
intelligent em.ployees are Dentally a.nd pl1ysically wasting 
away for w;::,.nt of an opportunity to be rehc:;.bili tated and taught 
an occupation that vmuld be rri thin the limitations of their 
disabili t:Les. 
Estinates of disability in the United StG.tes run as 
high as 23 to 28 million, and of this number li to 2 million 
of these need rehabilitation services to enable thehl to re-
turn to employment. Each year 250,000 persons v1ho cann.ot 
work unless given rehabilitation are added to this disabled 
list. TI1e disabled are classified by the Office of Vocational 
Rehabilitation according to scurce of disc:~bili ty - chronic 
disease, congenital condition, or accident. It is estinated 
that 88 per cent of &.11 injuries which could be aided by re-
habilitation resulted from chronic disease, 2 per cent froL1 
congenital condition, 5 per cent occupational injuries, and 
5 per cent non-occupational injuries. ~f- From these figures, 
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12,500 persons Hho are injured in industrial <::.ccidents each 
year and approximately 100,000 persons already dise.bled need 
aid and could be helped by an all-out progra.m of rehabili ta-
tion which would prepare them for the return to some type of 
employment. 
B. Need for General Education 
Some doctors are not syrilpathetic tmn.:·.rd rehabili ta-
tion for several reasons. Hany of them feel that when spe-
cialists are called into consultation, the original doctor, 
who possibly S<.;.Ved the injured worker's life by his medical 
and surgical skill, is "taking a back seat 11 • This attitude 
is unfounded since it is the basic concept of a program of 
this type to keep the origin&l physician in the foregronnd 
c;.nd to use the specialists as advisers. The use of these 
highly trained doctors to suggest treatment and offer their 
specialized l~owledge is indicative of the thoroughness to 
which these programs are operated. Thus, one of the first 
things that must be d. one to obtain cor,lplete cooper a. tion from 
all parties concerned with such programs is to explain to the 
attending physici<:~ns on cases needing rehabilitation that 
they, the physicians, are still in charge of the case. Once 
a doctor realizes that the rehabilitation program is not to 
succeed him but rather to supplement his treatment, the phy-
sician is agreeable to his patient being treated at a reha-
bilitation center. lilly future surgery necessary to <:dd re-
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habilit&tion is referred back to the original attending 
physician. 
One n:ost important element of a sc:. tisfactory pro-
gram is the early referral of a case to t~1e center. i3tatis-
tics show that the average cc;.se is not referred to the reha-
bilitation center until months after the accident occurred. 
This lapse of valuable time is regrettable since nany injured 
persons h&ve not been u..Ylder the guidance of a physiotherapist, 
and their muscles have begun to atrophy, and limbs have c:~l­
ready stiffened because of inactivity. Late referral means a 
longer and harder struggle for the patient and therc~pists in 
order to strengthen these muscles. By the same token, ampu-
tation sites, if not given the proper postsurgical treatment, 
must be surgically corrected to permit the fitting of a pros-
thesis. This additional surgery and muscular correction 
would be unnecessary in a majority of cases if the cases were 
referred to the program as soon after the accident as possible. 
Nurses must also be recruited and prepared for this 
type of progrma. Actually the nurse counselor coordinates 
the entire rehabilitation of each patient since it is she 1-rho 
contacts the attending physician, the injured employ·ee' s fam-
ily, c:.nd the employee himself. She is notified by the local 
claimsman handling the case or medical adviser that the ex-
tent of the injury is severe and that the need for rehabili-
tation is apparent. After talking to the parties involved, 
the attending physician, the employee's family, the injured 
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person, and the enployer, arrangements are made for the per-
son to be sent to a center, either a local comnunity program, 
or, in some instances, to the insurance carriers rehabilita-
tion center if the carrier has such a progrc: .. m. T'ne nurse 
must knO'I-i 1-rhat jobs the injured worker is capable of handling 
after his release from the program and the avu.ilable jobs for 
him in his former employer's business. If the injury inca-
pacitates the worker to the point that his former enployer 
can not offer a job that can be held by the rehabilitated er:l-
ployee, the nurse counselor :rr!ust attempt to re-educate the 
person in a vocation that is vithin his physical lhlitations. 
In short, she serves as the manager of the process of reha-
bilitation 8.nd the placer~ent of the individual into produc-
tive employment.* This SUlllli!ary of the duties of the nurse 
counselor points to the fact that additional training, over 
and above that of the degree nurse, is needed to prepare a 
nurse for this type of work. 
Probably the most import&nt person to "sell" on the 
idea of a rehabilitation program is the injured person. The 
accident and the realiz&tion that he has lost one or more 
limbs, has been parc..lyzed, or has lost a bodily fm1ction is o. 
severe shock that affects the patient both physiccllly ~nd 
:;:aent&.lly. As the actual uental shock wears off <:md as he 
recuperates from the surgery that saved his life, he natu-
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rally thinks of what the future holds for him and his famil:l. 
Mental depression sets in, and often the progress of recovery 
is slowed considerably because of the ment.;,.l attitude. At 
this point the nurse counselor steps in and, having been giv-
en the ngo ahead", explains the program and the probc:.ble suc-
cessful prognosis to the patient. As r,lentioned earlier, each 
patient reacts to the idea of rehabilitation in a different 
Hay: some grasp the opportunity as the last strai-T, otl1ers are 
so depressed that they take a defeatist attitude about such a 
program, and others are eager to begin in order to regain 
their self-sufficiency. No matter wh&t attitude the patient 
takes, the nurse begins the tremendous task of coordinating 
the entire program for the Horker. The entire process is ex-
plained to him, starting uith any additional surgery needed 
to prepare hinl for the best possible recovery, the arrange-
ments for his trip to a proper rehabilitation center, and the 
long hard grind and hours of discouragement involved in the 
recovery program. The most important part of the explanation 
concerns his future re-employrr:ent in industry. If the injured 
1-rorker can foresee his return to gc:;_inful employment, he has a 
goal to attain, and his program, no matter hol-i <iifficult, 
painful, and long, becomes worthwhile. The nurse explains 
the financial aspects of workmen's compensation and how his 
faL'li ly will be provided for during his convalescence. Usu-
ally, after this complete resume, the injured worker is will-
ing to try the progranl, and once he has seen the progress of 
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other persons 1-rho were as badly injured as he, his determi-
nation to recover becomes more intense. Naturally, one of 
the most necessary ingredients to insure recovery is a coop-
erative patient, &nd the best assurance of receiving cooper-
ation is complete understanding of what lies ahead and the 
ultimate goal - re-employment. 
Educating the fc..r11ily of the injured ~-rorker is an-
other very import&nt p&rt of a successful rehabilitation pro-
gram. If the accident has visibly maimed or scarred the vic-
tim, he is most sensitive about his physical appearance even 
where his own frunily is concerned. He may be fearful of 
their reaction to his disfigurement and may not wish to see 
them. With proper preparation given to them by the nurse 
counselor, the farr.ily lmows what to expect and also the pa-
tient's probable reactions to their visit. The nurse out-
lines the entire rehabilitation prograru. to the family in-
cluding the monetary situation under tile worlc;1ent s compensa-
tion act and the bright future for the entire fanily when the 
injured provider is restored to health and able to •..;ork o.gain. 
Host families are overly sympathetic tm-rard the in-
jured person and tend to wait on him hand and foot. If this 
attitude is not curbed when he returns home from his rehabil-
itation training, much of the feeling of self-sufficiency and 
independence established at the center may be lost, and the 
program ¥rill have partially failed. Once the fa_;:;tily has been 
told the limitations imposed upon the injured person by his 
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injury and when he will need aid and assistance, they are 
able to help the pc:.tient more by refraining from offering aid 
than by waiting on him completely. Naturally, it is difficult 
for the members of the family to stand by and not offer help 
when they see the patient struggling to do tasks that were 
sililple before the accident, but if they have been properly 
prepared, they realize it is for the best interests of the 
patient to let him learn to do these everyday tasks. Thus, 
the proper conditioning of the injured employee's family 
plays a most important part in his recovery, and it is not 
unconnnon for the family to be the part of the program needing 
the most intense guidance and encouragement to mo.ke the pro-
gram highly successful. 
Earlier, mention was made that the ultin~te goal of 
any rehabilitation program is the return to gainful employnent 
by the injured person. If the future does not foretell of 
employment, the patient may not deem the long hours of pain-
ful therapy and exercise worthwhile. In many cases, the 
drive to succeed is stimulated by future employment, self-
sufficiency, and independence. Thus, before a rehabilitation 
program is outlined to a prospective patient, a possible job 
should be in evidence. ?ne natural place to look for this 
job is with the previous employer under -w-hose workmen's con-
pensation contract the pers;Jn is collecting. It may not be 
possible for the injured worker to handle his previous job 
because of the nature of the accident, but the nurse cou...'1selor 
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begins her search for re-employment at this source. The em-
ployers of these injured workers differ in their attitude to-
ward rehiring a rehabilitated employee. Sm:1e o.re raost reluc-
tant to do so because they fear that the employee will be 
more accident-prone and cause accidents both to hir:self and 
his fellow workers. The thought also enters their i;linds that 
to re-employ the recuperated worker will entail special treat-
ment of hin. Depending upon the disability co.used by the se-
rious injury, the er.1ployee may need to be located on the 
ground floor near a fire exit; he may need to have specially 
equipped tools to perform his job. As the employer discusses 
his doubts with the nurse, he finds that most of the return-
ing employees require no special consideration, and if they 
do, their increased will and incentive to work f~r outweighs 
the slight inconvenience caused by ~ny special concessions 
necessary to equip the worker with a job site and tools. If 
a returning employee is not able to perform the duties of his 
prior job, the employer is reassured that the person will re-
ceive vocational and occupational ther<::.py to enable hirn to 
carry on another job proficiently. Occasionally, the apti-
tude and vocational tests given a patient reveal a hidden 
talent allowing an injured employee to return to work for the 
same er:1ployer in a different position and to become r.1ore val-
uable to industry in the new found job. Another valuable in-
centive for an employer to rehire an injured worker is the 
reduction of insurance costs for the particular case. If the 
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worker can be rehired at the same wage scale or better, the 
cost of the case to the employer is reduced because 1-rorlrnen' s 
compensation payments cease when the 1-rorker is able to earn 
his livelihood.# Thus, as mentioned earlier, the ultimate 
cost of <:i. severe case is reflected in the future insurance 
premiwns of the employer, and if the costs can be lessened by 
re-employment of the worker, the eLlployer, his ins1..1.rance car-
rier, society, and the employee all stand to gain. 
Hany states encour&ge previous employers to rehire 
their injured workers by the use of the second injury fund. 
The workmen's compensation laws of the states having this 
fund provide that employers or their insurers make definite 
contributions to the fund if an employee dies or is killed at 
his job and leaves no dependents. .A specific an1ount of noney 
is set aside from each such case and held in a separate re-
serve for future use. If an employer hires a person lfho is 
a partial permanent disability case and he Sl.J.ffers a second 
injury, the combination of these injuries making him a pern1a-
nent total case, the employer is corJ.pelled, through his vrork-
men's compensation carrier, to pay only the additional medi-
cal and cmu.pensa tion expenses incurred by the second accident. -l\-
The remainder of tl1.e expenses is paid from the reserve in the 
second injury fund. J:.Jany employers are s1;:eptical of rehiring 
1FSometimes specific settlements are made for loss of lin:b and 
certain other injuries. These may be in the form of luHlp smn 
settlements or pensions. 
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previously injured employees if they are classified. c:~s par-
tial per~nanent cases, but there is no reason for this feeling 
on the part of the e1~1ployers in states that have this ftmd 
av.:dlable. This protection for the employer, once the facts 
are made known to him, should increase the availability of 
jobs for rehabilitated workers; a condition that is necessary 
and desirable for a successful and complete ;.rorkmen's compen-
sation rehabilitation program. If the employer is not 1-;rilling 
to take back an injured worker, the nurse counselor contacts 
all &~owr1 sources to find an employer willing to hire the re-
habilitated person. Education of employers is essential in 
order to plc:;.ce these deserving workers in industry. 
Host states and the Federal Governrnent have set up 
organizations to test and re-educate injured workers to ready 
them for industry even if not in their previous trade. The 
primary purpose of these government operated agencies is to 
re-educate the non-industrial accident or disease victims, 
but some cooperation has been obtained between the state vo-
cational education boards and the state compensation r:.gen-
cies. Since Federal aid to state operated centers has been 
controlled by legislation, the states must agree to ~-rork 
closely with industrial compensation boards if Federal funds 
are to be granted. The cooperation has not been as close as 
expected as shown in the study by the United States Depart-
ment of Labor c.nd the Office of Vocational F.ehabilitation, 
mentioned previously. This study states that the Federal-
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state program is rehabilitating only one half of the perma-
nently disabled and a very small percentage of the industrial 
accident cases needing care.~~ There are charges and counter-
charges mo.de by both compensation program leaders and voca-
tion.s.l rehabilitation officials. The former group charge that_ 
the vocational rehabilitation programs cater to young people 
who are suffering from chronic and congenital diseases rather 
than injured industrial workers since the former group of un-
fortunate victims are easier to train than an older person, 
many of whom have had little or no formal education. Further-
more, the latter, more often than not, require dii'ficult and 
expensive surgical treatment before an actual rehabilitation 
progrrun can be started. The rebuttal presented by the non-
occupational agencies states that they have been compelled to 
spend smaller sums of money on great numbers of patients be-
cause there were not sufficiently large funds to U.."'ldertal\:e 
the purchase of equipment and services to dec.l v.ri th the more 
severely handicapped individuals. 
Vocational rehabilitation officials also state that 
the worknlen's compensation agencies have not and are notre-
ferring the industrial injured to the centers. To substan-
tiate this claim the officials report that out of 3,700 cases 
involving compensable cases of occupational injuries, only 
1,600 were referred by compensation agencies or insurance 
~~-29' p. 80 
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companies. The rerrro.inder of the 3, 700 or 2,100 Here referred 
by other agencies after the compensation benefits h::,d been 
exhc..usted ... 't 
No attempt will be made to justify these claims c.nd 
counter-claims; it is sufficient to point out that fu~l coop-
eration should be the goal of each and every independent re-
habilitation agency to accomplish the necessary relief for 
all types of persons liho are desperately in need of the va-
ried services offered. 
c. Future of the Progra.t"'ll 
T'ne future of the rehabilitation program for 1-rorl-c-
raents compensation cases is encouraging. Persons interviewed, 
articles and books read point to the fact that the surface 
has only been scratched. ~fuch has been done, but the problem 
calls for more intensive and constructive enlightenraent of 
everyone: employers, employees, medical profession, state and 
Federal agencies, insurance carriers, and most important, the 
general public. The latter group must be fG.Idliarized Hi th 
the need for a rehabilitation progro.m. Human nature being 
what it is, people are unsympathetic toward the more unfortu-
nate until disaster strikes their families or themselves. 
People are apt to take for granted successfully rehabilitated 
persons while the unsuccessful cases are likely to be given 
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more attention by everyone. If statistics could be presented 
in a palatable form for the J.JUblic to digest, more a.ction and 
pressure might be brought to bear on all agencies, groups, 
and persons who have the power and authority to strengthen 
the program. The probler;J. is not too small for the Federal 
Government nor too large for any individual to pull together 
toward a common goal - the complete reho.bilitation of c:ll em-
ployees who are in need of this service. The joint statement, 
mentioned previously, presented by the United States Depart-
ment of Labor and the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation in 
1950 estimated that at least one tenth of the two ~illion in-
jured annually on the job need medical rehabilitation; some 
12,000 of the permanently disabled need full rehabilitation, 
ruedical, vocational, and placement to aid them in their 
struggle to return to work.7t These figures seem appalling 
and most cert<dnly present a situation that must be remedied. 
Yet it is safe to assume that only a handful of people in 
this country realize or are concerned v;ith these figures. 
One unfailing approach to the education of the pub-
lic would be the publication of the overwhelming costs for re-
lief payments allotted to the disabled; the costs o.re appor-
tioned to and levied against each tax pc..yer. Some of these 
figures have been presented earlier sho"'ding the need for re-
habilitating the h<c:ndicapped to reduce the tremendous sura of 
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money spent for relief payments to these person£, a.nd of 
course, the cost of this relief is assessed to each ::. .. nd every-
one of us. -~other approach that should be utilized is the 
stressing of the productive future for injured -vrorkers \·rho 
are rehabilitated to such Ei degree th&.t they cw.n beco~ile self-
sufficient by holding a steady job. In these days of extreme-
ly high labor demc~nd, industry is continuo.lly seeking new la-
bor markets from which to drai·T e.r:1ployees to fill the needs 
for expansion. Rehabilitated ·r~orkers are a source of supply 
that has been overlooked for the most part, and yet experi-
ence has shm-m that, in the right job and l·rith the proper 
training, these workers are capable, eager, ~nd con1petent em-
ployees who can produce as much if not rn.ore than the other 
labor sources available. All they need is an opportrmity to 
show their 1-rorth - an opportrmi ty that fev of the::;1 have been 
given to this time. The chance for future employment is one 
of the basic and major factors in a successful rehabilitation 
program; a goal for the patients to attB.in during the dis-
couraging and trying hours of laborious >·rork of learning to 
use the injured parts again or to compensate for the loss of 
bodily fu.nctions. The sooner the public is made a,,-.ro..re of the 
true facts, the more cooperative and helpful it will become 
and the more normal and happy future will a1.,rai t the injured 
workers who are attempting t:::> re-establish themselves e.s ac-
tive members of society. 
An informative and constructive program. designed 
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for all employees on jobs that mo.y involve serious a.ccident 
potentials should be established to familiarize these persons 
lvith t~e future, should a severe and disabling accident occur 
to them. Tney should be shown that a serious accident, caus-
ing a loss of limb or a bodily function, need not be the end 
of the 110rld for them. Case histories could be presented in 
interesting form outlining typical cases of injuries received 
in industrial accidents accompanied by a brief treatment of 
the steps taken by patients from ti1e accidents through reha-
bilitation to re-employment. It could also be emphasized 
that, occasionally, a 1-rorker returns to gainful employr.JJ.ent at 
a higher wage than he 1-,ras conllianding before the accident. In 
other words, employees should be acquainted with the facts 
that an excellent prognosis follows most severe industrial 
accidents and with the cooperation of the employer, insuro.nce 
carrier, and medical profession, the future can be bright. 
This knowledge should be given all employees before a :;nishap, 
not after a severe accident has be:fallen 2.n er11ployee. T;.'1e 
fact that management and T..rorkers do not discuss the possibil-
ity of an accident does not mean that it is not on the minds 
of everyone involved in hazardous employments. If employees 
knew of the great strides :made in returning seemingly hope-
less accident victims to 1wrk, they would not dread a bles.k 
and dismal future, and, being more relaxed and less apprehen-
sive at their hazardous jobs, they might be less likely to 
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become a victim of a. crippling accident. 
Tremendous strides have a.lso been made in the de-
velopment of rehabilitation programs, both industriCil and ci-
vilian, but it is only the beginning. Personnel must be re-
cruited and trained especially for this type of work. It is 
1nost encouraging to note that more and more emphasis is being 
placed on these programs by all groups involved: nedical, le-
gal, insurance carriers, &.nd state and Federa.l c.gencies. 
One exmnple of this forward look and concerted ef-
fort is revealed in a bulletin released b; the .%uerican Col-
lege of Surgeons. TI1is group realized that rehabilitation of 
injured workers is partly the responsibility of the n1edical 
profession, and a committee was appointed to il:1prove relations 
between labor, management, c;.nd nedicine. P...fter several meet-
ings of the group, the follmdng principles were adopted as a 
foundc;;.tion for the medical profession's part in the overall 
progr6lll: 
n1. Rehabilitation of the injured \.Wrker and his 
return to gainful employment should be the basic concept in 
an improved workmen's compensation system. He recognize that 
the disabled worker wants to be rehabilitated and restored to 
gainful employment. Settlement of cases on a basis of cash 
awards alone does not meet the continuing needs of the injured 
worker &nd his family. 
2. The need for higher standards and br:.x~.dened 
benefits in worknen's compensation is recognized. Sllch stan-
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dards and benefits should be developed against b1e backgrom1d 
of presently known advances in physical restoration o.nd voca-
tional rehabilitation and adequate standards of individual 
and family need. 
3. Full utilization of all potentic:tl manpower is 
essential to the welfare and strength of the country at all 
times. The discarding of disabled worl\:ers is an econoraic ex-
travagance detrimental to the welfare of our country, wholly 
aside from the personal effect on the worker and his fardly. 
Solution of the problems of traun1a requires cooperation, and 
not competition, between all interested groups and agencies. 
We must therefore improve and expc::.nd all activities public 
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&nd private, that aid in rehabilitation of the disabled ~-rorker. 
4. The medical profession should adopt the concept 
that the responsibilities of the treating physician extend 
over the entire period of disability to the end that the pa-
tient is restored to gainful employment at his highest at-
tainable skill. 
5. Rehabilitation and restoration to gc:.inful em-
ployment of the injured 1wrker must begin with first aid and 
continue through the period of disability. In order for a 
physicie.n to carry out this responsibility, it is essentia.l 
for hir.1 to recognize the total medical problem of the ps.tient 
in addition to his injury, as well as his personal problems. 
The physician must bring to bear on these problems all the 
skills and disciplines that science and society can offer, 
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and utilize all community resources which can assist hin~ in 
the accomplishment of these objectives. n-l~ 
To prepare medical staffs for rehabilitation 1-mrk, 
many medical schools offer courses in physical medicine. Un-
der the tutelage of eminent doctors, future doctors learn the 
problems, physical and mental, of the severely injured pa.tients 
and acquire first hand experience in rehabilitc-ction methods 
and procedures. -lH~ One Boston in2urance co:mpany has a Horking 
affiliation with Columbia University and the Boston ;3chool of 
Occupational Thers.py for the training of occupa.tional therapy 
students from Tufts College and Boston University. >Iajor 
hospitals in the Boston area send nurses, graduates and stu-
dents, to this center to learn techniques of rehabilitation 
therapy. Also, Tufts rJedical School and the Harvard School 
of Public Health include courses of practical first hand 
knowledge of the center t s operations in their curricula. -:H<--Jt-
These courses have not been offered very long, but evidence 
points to the fact that future attending physicians of in-
jured workers will be familiar with the complete rehabilita-
tion program and will consent more readily to their patients 
being given the program as well as more technicians being 
properly trained to carry on this ever growing facility. 
Proper expenditure of funds obtained from all 
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sources for rehabilitation 1-1ork would insure a co;,:plete struc-
ture of full reh~bilitation facilities for &11 those needing 
the services. If a reciprocal agreement can be reached where-
by city, state, Federal, and industrial rehabilitation facil-
ities would be open to all, the number of persons helped by 
these sources -vrould be greatly increased, not to mention that 
these persons would have had the best and Bost complete pro-
gram possible. 
T'nere is a striking similarity beb-reen the injuries 
sustained through -vrars, industrial, home accidents, and even 
the aftermath of disease. T'nere is no reason to restrict 
treatment at any one facility to those persons i·rho sustained 
the injury in any pa.rticular manner, but r<:,ther treatr;mnt 
should be afforded to all persons who could benefit from the 
specialized knowledge of the therapists and through the use 
of the special eQuipment maintained by the particular center. 
Only when this attitude has been adopted 1-:ill the public be 
given proper and full use of the funds .:::...ppropriateo_ to each 
and every reha bili ta tion fc.:.cili ty. 
Full cooperation of employers must be obtained to 
insure ti1.e full productivity of rehabilitated 1-mrkers. Of 
course it may present a slight burden on the employer to hire 
or rehil7 e a handicapped -vmrker, but the additional trouble is 
repaid many times over. The employee, if he is returning to 
the same plant where he received his injury, Tilay not be a.ble 
to return to the s&~<le job because of his handicap. He should 
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be given tests an.d guidance to properly place him at a job 
that is 'Hi thin his capacity. This job may require a longer 
or shorter training period if it differs greatly from his 
previous position, but it has been proven that, once trained, 
a he:.ndicapped person can outperform his fellm-r employee who 
has no impairment. Locating the worker at his job site :nay 
take some slight change in the plant physical set-up. Depend-
ing on the type of disability suffered by the returning em-
ployee, some of the following facts should be kept in nind to 
insure conlfort and safety to this person. For the person viho 
finds it more difficult to ambulate, the job station should 
be situ&ted where a minimum of moving is required. It should 
be near the entrance, and, if possible, on the ground floor. 
This will afford easier escape in time of emergency a.s well 
as easing the burden of long and possibly :painful wa.lks for 
the worker to reach his work stc..tion each day. 
Pre-placement physical examinations should be rn.ain-
tained to insu.re that the worker is not attempting to perform 
a job that is beyond his limited capacity. Again, the addi-
tional cost to the employer will be repc:dd in faithful and 
conscientious performance by the grateful employee once he 
has been assigned to a job with vrhich he is 'able to co~)e. 
Tne second injury fund has been nentioned earlier, 
but it can not be overlooked in this discussion of er::ployer 
cooperation. A great deal of reluctance on the part of em-
ployers to hire or rehire handicapped workers stems from 
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their belief that these returning e:nployees are lilore accident-
prone than persons who have not suffered a crirjpling injury. 
There is no evidence to substantiate this fear since the sec-
ond injury funds have not been called upon to pay losses to 
any degree. -lE- If a prospective employer ce:~.n be reassured of 
this fact, a tremendous barrier has been lowered, one thClt 
has made placement of handicapped persons nost difficult. 
To sum up the need for recognition of rehabilita-
tion as a necessary part of the workmen's cornpensation pro-
gram, it is apparent that great strides have been made, but 
the biggest and n1ost challenging steps are yet to be taken. 
Attention nust be dram to every :phase of the proble1,1 by all 
public and priV<ite organizations and industry in order to re-
turn as many industrially injured persons as ht.Daanly possible 
to gainful employ.iilent and self-sufficiency. This will take 
the concerted efforts of insurance carriers, industry, the 
medical profession, colleges, and legislative bodies, both 
stz.te and Federal. Vast s-was of money must be appropriated 
to advo.nce the study of rehabilitation nethods <:md procedures 
through highly trained therapists, nurses, doctors, c:.nd pros-
thetists for this pha~e of r:lental 2.n.d physical hygiene. 
The insurance industry, since it is nost vitally 
involved in rehabilitating injured workers, r:~ust do Ecll ·v-;ithin 
its power to lead and encourage the future of the progro.m. 
*24, pp. 12-17 
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Up to this time, some insurance companies have done a great 
deal to further this necessary prograhl. Some have established 
rehabilitation centers r-:here injured employees of their in-
sureds are nursed back to health and returned to e:r:1ployment; 
other cmnpanies have felt that the restoration of "iior1:ers 
should be a COL1illunity rather than a private responsibility 
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and have given their support to conwunity agencies, both fi-
nancially and also by referring their cases to these agencies.* 
Even the companies that have their own rehabilitation centers 
refer certain cases to public and private c:.gencies when the 
latter have better equipment and more highly skilled techni-
cians available to handle the particular cases that fall 
within the capacities and facilities of the agency. 
If all agencies that are involved in <:: vast progre.m 
of this magnitude will pool their knowledge and resources and 
cooperate to the fullest, workrr1en's compensation will truly 
become workmen's restorc;.tion, and thousands of helpless, 
hopeless victims of industrial accidents "'1-rill be e;.ble to work 
again and become financially independent once raore. 
~-22, p. 3 
VI • .APPENDIX 
~ History A 
Some rehabilitated cases do not result in a monetarv 
" 
saving to the insurer or insured, but t~e saving is in hrunan 
beings and the preservation of a family. However, the feeling 
of satisfaction and of a job well done is often more re1-rc-crding 
to the insurance representatives and medicL'l associates than 
a pure raonetary gain. The following case history illustrates 
this fact. The reserve estimate is approxh:ately the same at 
the present time as it w<::..s irr.!I:lediately follmfing the accident, 
but the appreciation and gratitude of the wife and fs.1nily of 
this :man compensate for the high monetary cost of the case. 
In November 1952, the clain~ant 1-ras oper& ting a 
fork-lift truck stacking bags of grain and feec. As the fork 
nas being lifted to place a pallet of these bc: . .:.;s on top of an 
existing stccck, the truck dislodged several 100 pou.~d bags. 
These sacks struck the clai:tnant on the neck ;:,.nd back causing 
instant paralysis. The paralysis >·ms so i:::;.nedia te that the 
victim rer;1ained sluuped over the steering wheel of the vei:1icle 
until he was removed bodily from the truck by fellovr workers. 
The employer's first-aid me.n noticed t:L1.e paralysis and i::r.-aed-
ia tely called an ambulance. The mnbulance doctor's cursory 
exanunation revealed a contusion of the dorsal area of the 
back with complications of paralysis belo~or the <.:~rr:1 level and 
probable fracture of the upper dorsal vertabrae. 
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A closer examination at the hospite.l, includint; X-
rays, revealed a compression fracture and slight dislocation 
at TlO with two fractured ribs and fractured transverse proc-
ess. There was complete neurological loss belm·r this level, 
. 
&.nd the consultin2 snecialists advised &n inu~1ediate oDeration ~ . ~ 
to explore the da:aaged area and to decompress the spinc.l cord. 
A team of surgical specia.lists opera ted on the patient tJ.1e 
same afternoon, the operation consisting of a la::dnectorJy and 
decocpression of the spinal cord as well as a bilateral 11th 
thort..'i.Cic rhizotomy. Special nurses were called to be with the 
patient on a 24 hour basis when a serious kidney flare-up 
occurred on the same evening. 
The insurance carrier was notified of this accident 
within a fe1-r hours, and after deter~,nining that the accident 
was co:·.1pensable, a claimsrnan consul ted i·Ti th t:1e attending 
physician to ascertain the prognosis of this case. ~·.nen he 
was informed of the serious nature of the injuries, he estab-
lished an esti:mc:.ted reserve of $100,000. medical and ;,;,±4,000. 
inde:rni ty. 
The patient's convalescence from the surgery 1-ras 
not without incident. The kidney condition did not respond 
as well as it 1aight, and a urologist kept close watch on the 
patient to correct or prevent, if possible, further dal-:1age to 
the kidneys. (These organs are most susceptible to infection 
in paraplegic cases since the victi.m has lost t!1e voluntary 
use of the ~;mscles necessary for the prorJer functioning of 
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the kidneys.) A coznplete re-examine. tion was perforraed in 
January 1953 revealing that there had been no return of the 
spinal cord function belmr the tenth or eleventh cord level. 
The patient was plagued with bed sores that 1-rould not heal 
properly, and nurses were kept on duty around the clock to 
care for the patient's needs. 
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By April the claimant was in e. wheelchair 2. great 
dee.l of the time, but he wa.s still bothered 'vii th pressul~e sores 
that refused to respond to treatm.ent. His progress continued 
very slo1-rly, and m.unerous operations were performed to aid the 
healing of the inflamed areas. At this time the insurance 
cm~;,pany' s local representative submitted the complete case 
history to his home office to determine if this patient might 
be a good candidate for the rehabilitation progr&m.. 1ne home 
office examiner revieHed the case thoroughly and consulted 
with the leading neurologist in the East. It 1-ras their joint 
opinion that the patient should be brought to the loco..l hos-
pital and, 1-rhen physically able, should be adnitted to the 
rehabilitation center. Naturally, the future of this case 
was contingent upon the approval of the c..ttending physician, 
the clai:i.nc..nt, and his wife. Consultations were held 1-iith the 
attending physician, and after his approval had been secured, 
the patient and his 1-rife 1-rere briefed concerning the r;1ove and 
possible results of the complete rehabilitation program. 
Once their acceptance of tl1.e program had been o0tained, plans 
were i:rmaedia.tely set in notion to move the patient e.cross the 
country. 
In September 1953 an c;_r::bulance ple.ne, 1-ri th a trained 
nurse in attendance, .flew the patient to the city in the 
East, the location of the best facilities, i.e., hospital and 
1'.ledical specialists. The expense o.f the trip by air o..rwunted 
to ~$2,010. which was, o.f co·u.rse, added to the Lledical ex-
penses of the case. T:i1.e patient's treat:.:nent .for the next 
;;"onth consisted of deta.iled and thorougi:1 exc.minations by a 
team o.f specialists representing all p:1&.ses of medicine. The 
consensus ;-ra.s unanimous; the patient had a transected cord 
1-Ji th spasms, &nG. there "'{as a tremendous amo1..mt o.f preli:rr.inc:.ry 
medical and surgical procedures necessE.ry to ready hi:rJ for 
.finc..l rehabili tati,_:-n therapy. Special nurse;:; 1-:-ere retained 
becc:.use of the frequent flare-ups of his kid.neys. 
i~Ji thin a r:-1onth of the extensive series of exo.:lillna-
tions, the clc:dma21t 1-ras able to leave his bed and spe:1d. some 
pc:.rt of each day in c. 1-rheelci1<dr. In order to ~~~c:;.intain ;, u~;­
cle tone, he was ordered to exercise on o. ns.t each day in 
preparation for the use of crutches at a later date. 2ince 
the patient vi&S uno.ble to re;:;.d or 1-rrite, the insurer enge.ged 
a tutor who spent a pc:;.rt of each day instructing i1L: in res.d-
ing and "hTi ting t') prepare hir,1 for c... 1r.ore liter<::. te future. 
Ire<.:Lsurenents -..;ere taken to fit the patient for cc..li::;)er bre:-:ces 
in anticipation of his becoming a:1:bula.tory with the u:::;e of 
crutches. 
Despite the best of nedica.l and surgical care, the 
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clailnant's bed sores did not heal ~oronerlv :,nd c: . .serios orn 
.1: ~ .. ' - "' -
skin grE,fts were necessary in Janue.ry 1954. Na turc:,lly, the 
stubbornness of these sores delayed the stc:~rt of rehc;.bili-
tation and discouraged the pa.tient. Because his procres;:; 1-1c..s 
slow and his mental attitude at a lmr ebb, the insurer sug-
gested his wife fly across cou..'1try to be 1--ri th her }rusband for 
a few days. i'..ccordingly, the patient's 1-rife s.r:--ent c':. 1,.,reek ·Hi th 
him during February after which his mental atti tu.de picked up 
measurably. The expense of this round trip flight '\-.T'""" C1 . ; CJ. !.;:. chc;.rged 
to the medical expense portion of the case, but it had boosted 
the morale of both the pc:.tient and his -..rife mc:~king the e:x-
pense worthwhile. The value of his l,rife' s visit ',.ras evident 
by the increased response the patient shm-red and his looking 
a.head to self-sufficiency. The wife's benefit froiJ. her visit 
1-ras borne out in her letter to the insurer's representative 
stating that she was grateful to the coDpany for making the 
reunion possible. 
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Repeated a tte11pts to heal the ulcers .:)n tne patient's 
left hip were futile, and the doctors believed ths.t the only 
solution vrould be the rerwval of the left leg. Further exc;.L-:-
ina tion revec:.led that the bone had becone i!1fected; nm>' ai:~pu-
t&tion VI&~: the only solution. Although the patient's 1-dfe 
had visited hir, only a fe-v~ months previously, the insurance 
examiner suggested that she return to her husband's bedside 
during this particularly crucial tim.e. Thus, the idfe i-re.s 
flown to the hospital in June and re:::ained until the o:Jerc:;. tion 
1..;-as over and the p<:-:. tient agc;.in on the roa.Ci. to recovery. 
i·. hip disB.rticulation and a~~:t:pv.t&tion of tile left 
leg were perforr,led in July 1954, and vi th the handicE.p of the 
loss of one leg ~dded to the paraplegic condition of the pa-
tient, the future did nQt appec..r too hopeful. Hmrever, the 
patient recovered rapidly both physicc...lly .::..nd I1lentc.lly. Upon 
returning to her hone, the uife again -... :rote the insi.J..rance com-
pany's ex;;;.Ln.iner to thank the cmapany for the 1ronderful privi-
lege of being vi th her husband 1-1hen both needed each other. 
She also stated that she was truly grateful for every con-
sideration the insurer he.d extended to the fat:ily. Thus, the 
cost of the trip was again 1wrth~<thile since so Iimch good had 
been derived from it by the patient, his wife, and fa~ily. 
Hi thin two weeks after the anputation, a. cast -vra.s 
made and measurements taken for a pros ti1esis. It consisted 
of a pelvic tilting table, raanual hip and l<Jlee locl<s, villow 
limb with plastic le~rrinated socket at a cost of ~A50. This 
appliance would be ready for the clainant ;;,fter he had been 
given l.'lore therapy. He -vn:·.s admitted to the insurer's reha-
bilitation center in September and began occupations.! therapy 
as well as gait training to prepare hi~ for the use of 
crutches and his prosthesis. 
By the middle of October, after concentrated occu-
pational and physical therap~r, the artificial limb '..ras fitted 
to him, and he began his training in standing and balc;.ncing. 
His progress was rapid from this point forward, &nd within 
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four 1-reeks, the patient was capable of self-care; he could 
ambulate satisfo.ctorily including getting in and out of chairs 
and automobiles. A report of a re-exa...-rrUna.tion in Hove:~1ber 
revealed that the patient Has managing Hell in a hotel by 
.himself; he -vras able to care for his personc:.l needs including 
complete responsibility for tidal drainage at night. Reha-
bilitation treatment coasisted of occup& tionc~l and physical 
therapy. Parallel bars were used to get sufficient exercise 
to prevent bladder infection and, thus, maintain the best 
health possible. 
Since the patient's progress had been so rapid, 
plans were made for his return hone, and his wife 1.;ras noti-
fied of the wonderful news. She was elated but concerned 
about the proper way to help her husband adjust to his new 
life with his disability. Instructions were given her not to 
help him more than necessary in order to insure his retaining 
the full benefit of his rehabilitation training. Ambulation 
training vms stepped up to familiarize the patient with all 
phases of counteracting his h.:mdicap. Unfortunately, the rl1an 
v.ras hospitalized for a few days because c.nother ulcer devel-
oped, and it would not heal sufficiently without hospital 
care and treatment. 
On December 5, 1954, the patient, accompanied by 
the insurer's exc:..r1iner, flew to the former's ho:;-1e. T:"'le trip 
was uneventful, a.nd his return ho:;J.e was greeted vi th excite-
rcent by his family. Raraps h2,d been built in c.nticipation of 
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his homecorc.ing, so he 1ms able to ::1ove throughout the house 
&s well as outside. Hhile the exc..miner ln?..s in the hcce city 
of the clo.ima.nt, he contacted and consul ted with a neuro-
psychiatrist. The doctor was given the p<~st history of this 
case, and frequent visits Here scheduled to insure adequate 
and regular medical ex&mine:Ltions. A report from this doctor 
in January 1955 showed that the claimant was in good condi-
tion; he was becon:ting independent, could reJ1iOVe his clothes, 
get into and out of automobiles quite easily, and he was car-
ing for his own needs including tidal drainage care. Shortly 
after the patient's arrival home, his ~v;ife 1-rrote to the in-
surer again saying, "So far things are very good, we are all 
happy and enjoy the blessings that have cone to us. God Bless 
you and give you strength in the wonderful 1wr1c you are do-
ing." Although he was not able to return to employr:1ent at 
this time, he had become self-sufficient and did not need at-
tendant care, and his 1dfe was so grateful for the ho:meco:1ing 
of her husbo.nd that this gratitude conpensated the insurer's 
employees for the lack of actual monetary saving. 
By January 1955 the insurance company had paid 113 
weeks of indemnity at $35. 00 a week amounting to ;,l'4, 155. and 
had spent ~39,652.30 for medical expenses. Because of the 
repeated ulceration of the patient's leg &nd hips, the esti-
mated medical reserve was increased to ;;?65, 000. The inder.mi ty 
paynents would continue for 400 weeks & t vrhich time the claim-
ant would receive a life pension of 40% of 4?46 .16 or ~?18 .'J:6 
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Progress reports received from the loc;:;,l doctor at-
tending the p& tient in tim& ted tho. t the lj& tient had not pro-
gressed as rapidly as predicted, and after re<:~ding these re-
ports, the insurer's neurosurgeon fle~or to the patient t s horJ.e. 
He consul ted with the attending physician and ex<:.-i.mineci the 
claimant to determine the c&use of his physical retrogression. 
The specialist found that ti1e original prosthesis -y,ras improp-
erly designed and ordered a new one 1.ri th different specifi-
cations. He also ordered vocational tests to ascertain what 
aptitude the pa.tient had; the doctor believed that the pa-
tient should seek employment, either at hoBe or outside to be-
come properly adjusted to his new way of life. Upon his re-
turn, the doctor reported that his trip may have prevented 
this patient fron retrogressing to the point of needing con-
stant care either from his wife or an attendant. 
The rehabilitation nurse contacted the Sta.te Bureau 
of Vocational Rehabilitation and reviewed the case with the 
department representative. Although the clai:mant was handi-
capped by his limited ability to read and write, tests re-
vealed that he had raanuc.l dexterity, and uith the aid of the 
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation, the nurse and claiL:sEa.n 
set up a kiln and tile shop for the claiLlant. He was given 
instruction in the manufacture of ceranuc tiles and spent 
several hours each day making products for sale. 
The latest report of the rehabilitation nurse's 
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visit to the claimu.nt reveals that he has progressed ,-:ui te 
well, c:md, except :for occasional hospi taliz& tion for treat-
ment of recurring ulcers on his hips and bc..ck, the clair::.cmt 
is in good health, both physically and mentally. The latest 
estimated reserves on this case established ~100,000. medical 
and ;Ji35,000. indemnity. vlithout rehabilitation, this claim-
ant vou1d have needed constant attendant cu..re or even insti-
tutional care for ti1.e remC~.inder of his life. hi th a life ex-
pectancy of 23 years, this care 1-rould have 2.r2ounted to, at 
least, ~30,000. to $35,000. additional expense. 
Again, as in many rehabilitated cases, the monetary 
saving is secondary to the primary object of returning a per-
son to society. This case also emphasizes the gratitude and 
feeling of good-vdll that exists between the insurer and the 
family of the accident victim. This clail:le:.nt' s v.rife he.s 
written several letters to the home office exa~iner of the 
insurance company, and a fev excerpts vill illustrate this 
f&mily' s feelings for the aid, both monetary and r.~edical, 
given to the claimant by the company. 
"He will always be eternally grateful t::> you and 
the insurance conpany for everything.!! 
nGod has blessed us so very much. I shall never 
cease to than."l\: Him for such wonderful people as 
you and the insurance company." 
The satisfactory results of rehabilitating an acci-
dent victim c;.re not lird ted to the individual hh1self but 
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project to everyone \-!~'10 comes into contact with the person 
in the future, especially his family. 
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~ History~B 
The ce.use of ~dental illness and. its treatment con-
stitute one of the less advanced fields in medicine today. 
Therefore, it is understandable that t::1ere has been little 
done in rehabilitating industrial accident victims who ha.ve 
sustained an injury resulting in hlental illness. It is un-
fortunate that this is the case, but rehabilitation r1ethods 
can not advance raster than ~aedical lcnowledge thc;,t o.ic.gnoses 
this type of' illness. 
Lest the reader reel that no progress has been made 
in this f'ield of' Iiledicine and rehabili to.tion, tf.le folloving 
case history is presented to illustrate the::.. t a r;1entc:..lly in-
jured clai;,lant can, under certain conditions, be returned to 
society and live a normal life. 
In July 1952, a sales manager 1-ras driving towc.rd 
his next appointment 1--rhen his car skidded on a patch of' v-ret 
pavement. The car left the road and turned over, thrm-ring 
the driver onto the roadway. Although no one sa i--T the ace i-
dent, several persons, passing by shortly af'terward, gave 
what first aid Kas possible and called an a:mbulance to rush 
the unconscious m.an to the hospital. Upon ad:t~lission to the 
hospital, the patient was in a coraa caused by a fractured 
skull, partial paralysis of the right side, loss of sight of 
the left eye, and concussion of the brain. 
A 1v-eek after the accident the 1r::.an wc:.s still uncon-
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scious, cmcl the prognosis 1-ras very poor. A neurosurgeon v-ru.s 
called in by the insurer to further exE~mine the patient since 
his condition was not improving appreciably. The exunini.A.tion 
revealed that the man hc.d symptm;ls of severe concussion with 
cerebral contusion <ind laceration and hemorrhage, and the 
need for pneumoencephalogro..ms and a bone flap operation 1ras 
irnperati ve to stop the hemorrhage. Slight imrJrovement Has 
noted in the patient in the next few days as he began to rec-
ognize people; slight movement 1-ras detected in his right &rr~l. 
However, he was unc:~ble to talk because of :motor aphasia in 
connection vri th the right hemiplegia. 
L bone flap operation was performed on August 11 
to remove a subcortical and subdural he::orrhage and also to 
remove a portion of the degenerated left temporal lobe of 
the brain. The surgeon's post operative diagnosis was: 
1. macerated left temporal lobe 
2. chronic subdural hemoto:rna 
3. left intercerebral hemorrhage 
4. skull fracture 
Although the surgery was successful, the future was uncertain, 
thus the insurance compe:cny established a reserve for ti1is 
., 000 · ' · t ;.;nd ~Sl5, 000. medical. case of ;{P33, • J.naemn~ y ~ "" 
A fe1-r days after the surgery, a specialist 1-ras con-
sulted, and he foUl1d that the patient had regained the use of 
his right arm and leg and was able to Hrite the first part of 
his na:;11e. He was beginning to understand vha t was said to 
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him as well as to speak tHo l-rords, "yes n and "no 11. He 1-ras 
sent home with a male nurse in attendance early in Septe~11b.er 
to begin his recupera.tion. Doctors estimated tha.t it -...rould 
take at least a year before the extent of the damage could 
be ascertained. 
A local neurologist examined the patient and found 
he wc:.s having syntax difficulties and was hardly able to make 
his wants knmm. His sense of responsibility was e~uivalent 
to that of a 6 to 7 year old child, and he -vras still unable 
to read or write spontaneously. Since the progress of the 
accident victim was so slm-.r, the insurer revised the estimate 
cost of this case to 5,000. medical and perD.anent total 
compensation. ~"l.e future of this man seemed hopeless, but no 
possible medical or psychiatric treatnent vras overlooked. 
Gradually the patient's physical condition improved 
but his neurological status did not see~ to progress as rap-
idly. It was August 1952 before he was able to dress s:.nd 
feed himself, but he still lacked initiative and had extreme 
difficulty with his speech a.s well as spontaneous wri ti:1g o..nd 
reading. The prognosis was bleak; he would need institutional 
or custodial care for the remainder of his life, and the 
prospects of his being capable of employ;nent were nil. His 
wife we:.s appointed guardian in order to properly handl<:; all 
personal and faEJ.ily finances and affairs. 
By January 1954 the insurance carrier had paid 
.i;Jl6, 102.56 for medical expenses and indemnity had &mo1..L.'1.ted 
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At this point a psychiatrist was brought into the 
case, and after a thorough examination, he reported the p2.-
tientts verbal intelligence quotient was less than his per-
formance intelligence quotient. This finding was indicative 
of aphasia; the area of aphasia extended to the area of rec-
ogni tion and co~:J.prehension making it i:~possible for the pa-
tient to be left alone. The serious intellectual impairment 
was ca.used by the extensive organic da;:;;.age to the brain, and 
the psychiatrist believed that the patient vould ah-rays be 
limited in his contact -~-ri th normal daily living and should be 
sent to a sc;:..ni tarium. 
The insurer investigated a number of sani tariUlilS 
and was able to find one that 1-rould accept the patient. Tl1is 
home was able to afford excellent care without close super-
vision being apparent to the "guests". Each patient '..ras 
assigned his ov.:n roor.1 but -vrs.s allowed to move freely about 
the house during the day, and all meals 1-rere served in a cen-
tral dining roon; the weekly cost of this room, board, and 
care -vms ;.;l•~OO. The claimsmc:m kept in close contact -~-ri th the 
opera tor of the sani tariun and to the a'-l:CJ.ze:::em:; of everyone, 
the patient began to improve neurologice:.lly. 
?eriodics..lly the }Jsychiatrist re-exaninecl the man, 
and in D. report dated ?-Iay 1954, the doctor noted tremendous 
improvement in the patient. His nemory had L:proved as i.;rell 
as the ayhazia, and he had become less dependent on others 
during the few intervening 1llonths. By June the patient had 
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been trans:ferred :from the main house to a room in an outbuild-
ing 1-rhere the supervision -.,.;.;;:.s !;lore relaxed. This trc:msfer 
reduced the monthly cost to $200. Occupational therapy '..ras 
started, and the hours spent at this vrork strengthened the 
man both physically and mentally. The p&.tient had sho1m so 
much improvement by October that he was E.llm-red to lee.ve the 
grotu~ds and venture into town alone. Since no adverse reports 
of c..ny unusual behavior on these trips 1-rere received by the 
institution, he was encouraged to make then:. nore often. ':Ie 
had progressed from a strictly supervised patient to the sta-
tus of a se1~1i-patient in a feT<T montns. The recovery -,;c;ls rapid 
and treil:endous. Tha:n.ksgiving was spent 1:-i th ~nis fa:J1ily, c::.nd 
after the holiday, a report stated that the patient appeared 
quite normal and had enjoyed his return to far;1ily life. 
Aptitude tests were conducted by a psychologist to 
ascertain 1-rha t type of psychotherapy &nd voca. tiDnal trs.ining 
vould be most advantageous, and at this point, the nurse 
connselor of the insurer entered the case. She spent many 
hours visiting and talking 1ii th the patient outlining his 
:future and e.ttej:,lpting to break through his reserve. Her re-
ports mentioned that he 'i-lould not converse with her volunta-
rily but 1-rould readily 2.nswer ~-Then questions 1-rere directe6.. to 
him. The reports :further stated that his speech inpediment 
was le~s apparent than it had been in the earlier reports 
submitted by the various doctors. 
The entire year 1955 brought stel:.ldy L,lprove~:~ent for 
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the patient 1-ti th frequent trips into tm·rn, a growing interest 
in the gardens at the s&ni tarium c.s vrell as in his i1obby. 
During the year, the patient vas closely examined frequently 
by doctors, and in January 1956 he was ready for some phases 
of rehabilitation. The nurse counselor continued her visits 
with the patient and \.Ye.s so ir.apressed with his recovery and 
normal behavior that she and the doctors, in a consultation, 
agreed that he should be able to return to norr:.al living in 
society. Tne clinical psychologist, conducting further tests, 
felt that the man would be able to handle a simple job. 
The rehabilitation nurse met with the previous en-
player to discuss the possibility of the claiR&nt returning 
to the salne company. The outcome of the :neeting 1-ras nost 
satisfactory, and the e:11ployer agreed tho. t there \Tould 'be a 
position in his organization that would be within the pa-
tient's physical and mental capabilities. Thus, vith an offer 
of a position for the patient, the nurse broached the subject 
to him on her next visit to the sanitarium. The prOS})ect of 
returning to normal living and the opportunity to return to 
1-rork were received with elation by the man. Hovrever, before 
releasing the patient to the outside world, the insurance 
co11pany requested the clinical psychologist to repeat the 
battery of tests given in 1954. The results were considerably 
better with tJ.1e greatest improvement in his intellectuc::l f"Lmc-
tioning c.nd the least gain in his speech impediment. Ti1e 
psychologist suggt?Sted a job 1-ri th limited responsibility 0.nd 
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particularly in a sales capacity since the tests shm-red that 
he still had the greatest potential in sales work. 
On June 5, 1956, the patient was released from tl1e 
s&ni tariurn after another complete exa:c1ination by the psychi&-
trist. T'ne results sho-vred that he still had occasional aphc.-
sia, rigidity of persona.li ty, and he foLmd it difficult to 
accept his limitations. Tne rigidity of personality, or stub-
bornness, was partly due to the organic brain damage and part-
ly due to his basic nc:.ture of having ah-rays been, even before 
the accident, a determined and strong-willed individual. The 
psychologist set up & routine of re-examinations every four 
months to l~J.al\:e certain that the rigors of nor~Jal living in 
society were not taldng a toll on the :::nan's li::,:.i ted and some-
what weak mental processes. As a post script to his report 
following this ex2.illina tion., the psychiatrist co;nplililented the 
insurance cmilpany for their complete interest in this case, 
doing everything possible to restore the man to a useful nem-
ber of society. He further stated that every 'frish and re-
quest of the entire 1,1edical staff connected 1d th t.L1is case 
had been e::pproved by V1e insurer. His praise 1-,r.:,s bou.ndles s 
for the rehabilitation nurse 11ho had spent a great deal of 
tine with the :;:r.;.an, and for her patience and skill in helping 
him recover from c. seerdn-:;ly helpless institutional case to 
s. responsible rnenber of his co:rr.anuni ty. 
1H thin a month fron: his discharge from the sa.ni-
tarium, the man had returned to a position with his previous 
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employer in a sales capacity. To be sure, the position ·i--ras 
a less hectic type of selling than he had handled lJrior to 
his accident, but ~1.e 1v<:..s selling and doing well. I-Ie l:.mrchased 
a car for this sales job and handled all the details hi~self; 
this accomplishr::ent gave him great satisfc,_ction. 
On each visit -vri th the :Jan, the rchabili ta tion 
nurse noticed that he was nore outgoing in :1.is conversation. 
This change 1-ras a co:Jplete reversal from his behavior ec:n·lier 
in his recovery processes. During the nurse's visit in Au-
gust 1950, the cls.imant stated he I·Ta.s finding his memory im-
proving; particularly he found he could. rer.·,ember nc..:;:;_es al::aost 
2.s readily as he had before his accident. He 1-ras attending 
adult educe.tion classes in dancing and bridge and found that 
he enjoyed himself in these social functions. 
The latest available report on this case was dated 
Decer;lber 4, 1956 stLting t1u:?.t the clah:ant 1--ras progressing 
very 1-rell in his social habits, daily living, and \·:orking. 
T'ne er;lployer had informed the insurer that this e1:1ployee had 
Hri tten a report on a neH sales promotionc:.l cc.J:I)aign \>Tilich 
the employel~ highly pr&ised for the thought .s.nd ingenuity in-
corporated in it. The recovery of this patient has been re-
narkable. Instead of reE~aining &n insti tutionc:~l case, d.epend-
ing on sorleone for contJ:jlete care, this r.~G.n was rehabilitated 
to the point where it was possible to return to nor~~l living 
and to become em independent citizen of his cor:'i::uni ty. ii.c-
tually, he is not en.tirely self-sufficient since he is on a 
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cor,mission basis, <:1.nd n& turc.lly his SElles hc-,_ve not been high 
enougD. to fully sustain himself. The insurc:~nce carrier is 
supplementing his inco11e each r::onth in order for hi:~l to :''ain-
t~in proper living conditions. 
The cost of this case has been extrG;ely hi;h even 
though the r,mn has progressed so far both r:1entc:~lly and p~1ysi-
cally. Tne latest reserve figures reveal em estiri:ated cost 
of ;i;>26, ~;.?8. inderrilli ty 2.nd •;)3 5, 000. r·:edica.l. .!iCtUE;.lly t~1e in-
demni ty payr;1ents for a pernanent total disability, in the 
st3. te having jurisdiction of this case, is ,,u::, 000. Hoi·ieVel~, 
the accident board helc~ a hearing and a~-rc;,rded the cle:~i:J.ant a 
pension c::.t reduced vreelcly payments because of the serious 
nature of l-1is injury; the inde:r;mi ty figure of ~;26, 978. will 
oe reviseO. upward again lf necessary. The :·i1onetary savings 
in this case are apparent in the mec'lical reserve c..nd c:.ctua.l 
medic.s.l expenses paid. In July 1954 when L:ledical evidence 
pointed to constant lifetiLe care for this }!&tient, the re-
serve was estimc. ted & t <;-85, 000. This figure consisted of 
paid to that date plus ;:;:64,800. reserved for future 
pe.::n~:ent. The :SB4,800. vas cor::prised of ;;;~)00. c.~ L!onth ,:mlti-
plied by 12; this yearly cost "Ho.s multiplied by 18, tD.e nm-n.-
ber of remaining years of life expectancy for t:C1i~; clc:.i::i'&nt. 
However, because of his remarkc-.ble recovery, the lE;.st reported 
nedical estinate wc;.s only ;;:65,000. Thanks to the patience 
and deterrnina tion of the ins-urance cc:.rrier' s re_presenta ti ves, 
especially the claimsmen and rehabilitc:~tion n-urse, the man 
is able to live a nearly norE1al life with no need. for con-
stant custodial or institutional care. 
The 21lonetary saving is signif'icc::.nt to the er.1ployer 
and the insurer, but basically the :c.~ost ii~llJortant ;:~c:.ving in 
this and all successful rehabilitation cases is hmnan life. 
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Ca.se HistorY C 
It is u.nfortm12.te that all persons receiving reha-
bilitation treat~ent are not restored to t~e highest degree 
of physicc.l fitness possible, but more and Lore are being re-
turned to their fc;J-:lilies and society c;.ssured of a pror::ising 
future despite the permo.nent crippling effects of their in-
juries. The follovring cc:-.. se history concerns a lniddle-aged 
man vho '''as given every opportunity to become fully rehc:.bil-
itated, but he did not attain the end result of the program. 
During the afterncon of NoveJ:ilber 11, 1955, this 
nan, a construction superintendent, v&s stc.nc;.ing near a crane 
1-rhile it was excavating for a trench. The claL:ant w&lked 
tow;: .. rd the exc&.vation site to inspect the pro[;ress of the 
work, a.nd as he passed under the boon, the pes.k section budc-
led causing the entire length of the boom to fall to the 
ground. A section of the crane struck the er:lployee on his 
safety helrnet and again on the lower back. The iLlpB.ct l-cnocked 
the superintendent into a sitting position 1-ri th one leg in 
front and one leg behind his body. Irr@edie.tely his legs be-
CD.li1e numb, and the victim could not move his lower extremi-
ties. A prelininc:,ry exarninc:~tion at the scene of the accident 
revealed a suspected broken spine and upper part of tl1e bs.ck 
accompc:mied by complete paralysis from the wo.ist c~mmward. 
A closer examination c:~t the hospi te:.l revee,led that 
the patient 1-ras in a stc:Lte of shock o.nd hc.;,.d sustained a se-
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vere injury to the lumbar spine, c. co:rmninuted fracture of the 
body of the first lurnbar vertebra with severe dislocation of 
the spine at this level associated 1-ri ti1 a fracture through 
the laminal arches. As soon as the patient had been treated 
for the shock condition, surgery was )erformed by the attend-
ing physician, a capable neurosurgeon. The operation con-
sisted of the surgical decorr1pression of the fracture of the 
spine. A subsequent exploratory operation revealed that the 
lo1..rer end of the spinal cord was almost completely severed 
with the exception of some anterior fibers and marked dis-
placement had occurred. Several strips of bone, from the 
bone bank, were placed on each side of the laminc:.l opening 
to give stability and strength to the spinal colDLm; tidal 
drainage was also established at this ti1:te. The patient Fas 
placed on a gyromatic vibrating mattress, and special nurses 
were ordered for 24 hour duty to care for hir;1 and to operate 
the mattress for ten minutes each hour. 
The insurance carrier was notified of the accident 
shortly after it occurred, and a claims file 1-ras established 
as soon as it ho.d been deter~.1ined that this e.ccident nc..rose 
out of and in the course of employment. n l-li thin tvro weeks, 
the local nurse counselor beg&.n contacting the interested 
parties in this case, and the carrier set <:m estimated. cost 
of ~:75,000. to $100,000. Although the insurance company had 
ascertained that the case was compensable, the clai~s depart-
ment did not know "Yrhich state workmen's compensation l&.H 
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would have jurisdiction. The confusion ~rose because the 
claimant wa.s hired in one sts.te, injured in anothE:r, c:.nd the 
e111ployer' s home office we::s in a tJ.1ird state. It ';.rc..s up to 
the victim to determine vrhich st2.te vrorlr •.men' s co:npenss,tion 
lavr he wished to use. As soon as he made his decision, pay-
ments of $35.00 a week were started. 
The patient's progress vms hampered. by severe chest 
pc:~ins, so c.. heart specialist was SUlilliloned to exa:nine the man. 
His clinical dis.gnosis revee..led that the victL~' ha.d suffered 
a slight pulr,lonary embolism, and he ordered trec:.tuent con-
sisting of intrc:.venous Hepc:.rin e.nd Dicm;1u.rol. It \·n.is neces-
sc:.ry to stop the use of the gyrornatic nw.ttress for four weeks 
to prevent a recurrence of the eEbo:asi1, thus bed sores began 
to appear on the patient's baclc. Since these ulcers did not 
heal satisfactorily, a plastic surgeon was called to deter-
mine the best means of caring for these sores. Because the 
ulcer on the back had not responded to treatment by the end 
of Decemoer, the surgeon excised the ulcer and covered the 
a.rea with a direct rotation flap frm1 the periphery. 
By this tim.e, the nurse cou...YJ.selor lEcd conpleted her 
work, and the attending physician, the claiLrdlt, &.nd his 1..rife 
had all given their consent for the patient's trip to a hos-
I_;i tal near the carrier's reh.c.;.bili tation center. Tl"lis 11.os:pi-
tal and its staff of doctors specialize in spinal cord in-
juries; the best treatrr:.ent a.nd la.test methods are found here. 
The trip to the hospi tc:.l Has made by ambulance plEme \d th &. 
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nurse in a ttendarJ.ce. 
T'ne patient arrived at the hospit<::.l in the ec:~rly 
part of Ja.nuc:.ry 1956, and a series of exc;..minc;. tions Here m2.de 
to determine the future possibilities of the patient returning 
to a norma.l life c:.nd employment. No therapy Has begun on his 
arrival because the skin graft had not co:~1pletely hec:,led and 
bone graft had not consolidated enough to al1ovi tl1e pc:.tient 
to exercise. The specialists determined from their examina-
tions thc:.t the clairnant had suffered a com})lete block, &nd 
the consensus 1..ras th&t another laminectoray might have to be 
performed to ready this man for &mbulation. 
The ther&.pist began to work with the patient in 
February, limited exercises a.t first, but 1:1ore vigorous as 
the weeks progressed. Tl1.e therapist reported th<='-t t.i.1e pa-
tient had normal range of ra.otion of the hip joints, ma.inly 
flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, and internal-ex-
ternal rotation; this range of illation also pertained to the 
c..nkles and knees. The prognosis was encouraging since there 
was no pain when the therapist manipulated tne lower extremi-
ties; the patient's attitude was good. [.Jhile this li:Ldted 
ther&.peutic exercise was going on, the patient was :-nec:sured 
for leg and back braces. The total cost of these braces was 
~270. consisting of: 
2 parc;.plegic leg brc.ces constructed of alm.1inuu 
with ring lock boxed knee joints, single loc~, 
Klenzak type anl-::le joints, der::ou...'1.table stirrup, 
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springs to prevent foot drop 
2 thigh bands 
2 calf bands 
1 Taylor back brace 
During the tine the braces t-rere being constructed, 
the patient was getting stronger through the constant efforts 
of the therapist as the latter intensified the vigorousness 
of the exercises. By the end of February, the patient Has 
able to move fro~n his bed to a -w-heelc.hair D;'/ hi:c:~self; an 
achieve:nent that encouraged everyone. The ulcers hc.d healed 
satisfactorily, and the doctors had high hopes for a success-
ful recovery because the injury was so low in the back; c.mbu-
lation should be easy and quickly learned. 
A progress report on April 2, 1956 stated thu.t the 
patient was spending nost of his time in a -v,rheelc:!:1air; tJ.'le 
ulcers were cor11pletely healed, and with the aid of his leg 
braces and special shoes, he lf2.S exercising on the ~:eiri:: .. llel 
bars to achieve good b<::.lance. Two weeks after this report 
wc::.s sub::li tted, a progran of active and p:::.ssive exercises was 
started under the supervision of the corrective therapist, 
and the patient began his instruction and training in the use 
of crutches. 
A letter was received from his previous e~ployer 
containing an offer of an office position c:.s soon as he vas 
able to return to l·mrk. 'l"ne patient wc.s gratefu1, but he did 
not wish to cornait himself at this time. 
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The insurance company submitted a st& terc>.ent of cost 
to date for this case to the state insurance depart:;:;..:ent on 
April 19, consisting of tl:.e follo"l-iing items: 
compensation------------------------------;~) 7'7 0. 00 
medical----------------------------------- 983.00 
hosnital---------------------------------- ~ 780 og J: v' . '-' 
braces, etc.------------------------------ 505.60 
nursing----------------------------------- 2,6~0.00 
travel expenses--------------------------- 1,754.97 
ambulance-------------------------------------~5~5~·~0~0 
Total $10,524.55 
The estimated total reserve submitted on this statement vras 
:;p?o,ooo. 
By the end of April, the pa.tient KB.s pe.rticipe.ting 
in a full program of ambulation training, I-Je h&d let..'1.rned to 
svring-to but not swing-through; he was developing strength 
and endurance through the intensive sessions of training and 
guidance, Tne future looked bright, and he was eager to re-
turn to work and to beco"?Je independent. 
At this point, the case took an abrupt turn, and 
the prognosis became less encouraging i·ri th ec:.ch subseq_uent 
report. On July 3, tl1e patient was still hospitalized; he 
had SlJ.ffered a flare-up that is common with parc:.plegic cases 
and started an intensive ambulation training progrm;: c.gc::.in. 
The first sign of defeat was noted at this time; the claimant 
was losing confidence in his ability to use crutches, He had 
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had several .falls Y-rhile attempting to nanipula te on c:rutches, 
and he vras becomir..g apprehensive. In f&ct, he began to talk 
of returning to his home rather than con0lete the course of 
~ 
training that would enable him to live a more normc::cl life 
than he could at this tirr:e. He stated that he did not care 
about ambulation as long as he could get int.:; and out of his 
wheelchair. The doctors, therapists, nurse counselor:.~, and 
everyone concerned with this case pleaded -vri th the cl2.Lr:unt 
to stay and complete the rehabilitation progrc;_::l. It -was ex-
plained to him that he needed several more :nonths of in ten-
sive training to become co~pletely sel.f-SL~ficient and inde-
pendent to &ssure nor~nal living for his fc:unily and hinself. 
In spite of the plec.ding of all concerned, the pc..tient stuo-
bornly refused to re1r1ain, and he insisted that plans be made 
for his return home irrJnediately. 
The nurse counselor visited his hone c.nci. arr<;.nged 
for the necessary modifications to accomodate the "erhcelchair 
o.nd other appar2~ tus vi tal t,:; the corr.Lforts of a p&.rc..plegic. 
Rali1ps were built and doors were widened, 1->"hers necessary, re-
sulting in a cost to the insurer of ;,.4'75.; everything Vc'.S 
ready for t::1e patient t s homecoming except t~1e physiCcil conci.i-
tion of the p~tient. Since the carrier can not conpel a pa-
tient to remain for cor::.plete treatment, plans vere cm:1pleted 
for his trip home. 
The final report of the therapist stated that the 
patient could get ;:,long by hL-cself e;.nd could 1-rork; jle vr2.s 
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intelligent G.nd cooper& tive for the rilost pc.:..rt. :i:im..rever, 
shortly before the claimant left for home, he had Si:l0\·7n no 
interest in mat exercises or c.nbul2.tion training; j1e hc.d re-
fused, on occasion, to do the exercises or ~ttecpt to ambu-
late on crutches. The &:mbu.le.tion therapist sw.:::,~ed up the re-
port stating tho.t t~:e patient lacked drive to beco~::e c:.r:ibula-
tory. The doctor's discharge diagnosis consisted of a ru1ited 
compressive f'rB.cture of the body of' 11, &nterior dislocation 
Dl2 on 11, partial cauda equin& injury - cm:1pressive type, 
flaccid paraplegia, reflex bladder - controlled, reflex bm~ 
els - controlled, bed sores - none, po.in - none, spasus -
none, and self' -care - lOO)b. The doctor further stated that 
the p&tient had 111ade c. co:c.plete recovery exce1jt for the need 
for continued pr&ctice in a.nbulation; he should lead a :tlor:;aal 
social life and return to reLu.."lera tive e•1ploYJ.nent. 
T~1e patient and a nurse counselor arrived ,:;. t his 
·home on July 30, 1956. The :t.;_odifications to the house ;,.;-ere 
s&.tisfactory, and the nurse cm.lld see no reason -vrhy the 
claim&.nt could not return to <rork very quickly to prevent re-
trogression. The estiLated cost of the case ·,.~as revised to 
~$40,871. indeunity and ~?35,'JOO. :;;;edical, e::..nd anot~ner accou..TJ.t-
ing of the cost to date, October :22, 1956, -,;&s sub:uittecl by 
t!.1.e carrier consisting of: 
~· ·~1 nno nn conpensa~1on------------------------------~ ,oo• .uu 
medical----------------------------------- 2,110.21 
hospit~l---------------------------------- 6,314.40 
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braces, etc.------------------------------ 0<~1. 73 
nursing----------------------------------- C) 71';>: 5.c, h.,, u, -
travel------------------------------------ : ()0:1 g::; 
-!..,.....,.....,..._). v 
aElbulc;.nce------------------------------------'~"-''b;;..'-..... ""'0""'"·:) 
Tot&.l cost :;;:.15' 713 0 33 
The local nurse visited t!.J.e claiJ~:.ant frequently, 
2nd in spite of severc:.l offers of positions, he refused to 
c._ccept one, ::Juring euch 3Ubsequent visit 1-Ti th the Lan, t:'.1e 
:1urse Hould suggest e~nploy::;ent, but the claL::.c..nt all-rc:.ys found 
an excuse to refuse e2ch and every position and suggestion, 
The nurse suggested, on one of her visits, t~.l,-:::. t the cLdr;:c.nt 
talk to a vocation&l worker to determine 1-rhat type of -..-rorl>: 
would be acceptable to him; he did not take kindly to this 
suggestion. Everyone connected wi t:a this case 1-ras becoming 
:J.lc..r:;Ged c>.t this 1.1c..n r s inactivity because retrogression is 
rapid with paraplegic c.s.ses. The concern for this :::c;~n -rms 
founded. On one recent visit, the n· ... 1rse sa1-1 the patient use 
his crutches for tile first time since his return nor;:e o l-Ie 
showed considerable -w-ea:~ness standing ·Hi th tj1e crutciles; his 
atteupts to walk 1-:ith then 1-.;ere :11ost unsuccessful, s.nd he had 
become resigned to a life in his 1-1heelchair. \·!~en he vas 
questioned about his daily exercises on the parallel be..rs to 
keep his strength, he claiued that he spent ~art of each day 
exercising. However, the obvious Heakness of :.1is <.~rLJs .Ll&de 
:1i s stc. te1:.tent difficult to believe. Tne ;;;uoj ect of emploJr:ment 
i-r<~s brought up, CJ.ncl the m&n refused. c::.ll l:;ossible positions. 
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Sowe viOuld H~ean noving to anot:C1er state; s c;~ac I!OUld. not ~J&y 
enough ~:1oney; some did not appeal to the nan. 
"Repeated efforts to return this r;lan t<) g2inful e:nl-
ployinent h&.ve fo.iled, and he is retrogressing at an c.lar:;:ni!lg 
rs.te because of his inc;.ctivity, his lc.d:: of iaitic:.tivs, c:.nd 
l1.is acceptc:;.nce of his fate as o. 1-rheslcl10.ir victim. :::.1s pJ:lys-
ic<:.l condition is such tht: .. t he will rec;_uire ;1ore therapy <::i.nd 
trea t2nent before he 1-rill be able to anbul& te successfully. 
Actually his physica.l condition on his disch;_;_rge fror.l the 
hospital was superior to his present condition; his lack of 
exercise is likely to cause kidney couplico. tions, ;;, cor.li.·.10n 
occurrence in ine.ctive lXH'C:~plegics. 
Becc..use the state wor:::~men' s compens2,tion lau is un-
li.ni ted for indemnity <.~n( lileclical expenses, the L1;::mrer c,nd 
insured will feel the tre111endous effects of the higl1 cost of 
this case, even though rehabi:;_i ta tion "'rras :::~ tte;;pted. 'I'he 
cause of cm:1plete f<dlure of this cs.se rests entirely on the 
claimant. He he:, s the intelligence to recuperate, but he lc.cks 
other attitudes that are essential to & successful rehabili-
tation case. 
This case illustrates the fact that rehabilitation 
specialists can do everything possible for an injured person, 
but the final degree of success depends on the attitude, 
1-rillingness, 2.nd E:nthusiasn of the C::i.CCident victL.:. For all 
intents and purposes, this patient could i1ave been <:~s 
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successfully rehai;ili ts..ted as c~ny other p<.:trC->legic if 
had cooperated fully in all phases of his trec.tl·;:ent. 
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